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comment

Getting to Hever Castle, the subject of one of this
issue’s features, was something of a challenge in
itself. The back roads from Sussex to Kent were
often flooded, sometimes entailing driving around
blind bends on the opposite side of the road.

A

huge deluge greeted me as I went through the gates of the
castle, which was closed for the winter. But that was nothing
in comparison to the challenges faced by CEO Duncan Leslie,
who had been up since 5am that morning, literally bailing out
the ground floor of his flooded cottage, which is on the castle’s
estate. And he wasn’t alone. The entire estates team had been up
since before dawn, moving furniture from the ground floor of the
castle’s 100 rooms as flood waters threatened the historic site.
When I initially heard about the new biomass system at
the castle, I was keen to take a look. We hear so much about
sustainability initiatives in new builds, but any talk about retrofitting
environmentally-friendly systems is usually preceded with the caveat
about the hard work this entails. But here is a great example of a 13th
century building which has retrofitted not just a biomass system, but
also an eco sewage system within its facility. Of course, with 600 acres
to play with, they do have the space. But it’s Leslie’s attitude towards
eco options – if there are any, and if the payback period is realistic, he
will take them – that is so refreshing.
What’s also unusual is to find a CEO who knows their facility inside
out. I had suspected that he would delegate the interview to a head of
maintenance. But Leslie although sporting the modern CEO job title,
is, with his qualifications in land management, very much a head of
estate, with an intricate knowledge of how everything runs, and the
impact that has on the profitability, and the experience, of the overall
site. That might be easier for a CEO of what is essentially a visitor
attraction, where FM and property is a core part of the business, but
it would be encouraging to see more senior executives take such an
indepth look at their facilities.
As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of the
magazine, together with your insight into what’s happening in the FM
sector. Email me at cathy@kpmmedia.co.uk

 cathy@kpmmedia.co.uk
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PLAYING MUSIC?
MAKE SURE
YOU’RE LICENSED.
74% of factories agree that playing
music increases staff morale.*
If you play music in your business,
it is a legal requirement to obtain
the correct music licences.
In most instances, a licence is required
from both PPL and PRS for Music. PPL
and PRS for Music are two separate
companies. PPL collects and distributes
money for the use of recorded music
on behalf of record companies and
performers. PRS for Music collects

and distributes money for the use
of the musical composition and lyrics
on behalf of authors, songwriters,
composers and publishers.
A PPL licence can cost your business
as little as 19p per day. For more
information on how to obtain your
PPL licence visit ppluk.com
or call 020 7534 1070.
To ﬁnd out more about how music
can work for your business visit
musicworksforyou.com
*MusicWorks survey of 1000 people,
conducted May 2012.

ppluk.com
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Royal household criticised for
poor facilities management
The Public Accounts Committee (PAC) has accused the Royal Household of failing to practise professional facilities management. The household is not
looking after nationally important heritage properties adequately, said committee chair Rt Hon Margaret Hodge MP, as the committee published The
Sovereign Grant, the 39th report into the 2013-2014 session.
“Back in March 2012, 39 per cent of the Royal estate was
assessed as below what the household deemed to be an
acceptable condition. Now it is likely to be worse, with
some properties in a dangerous or deteriorating condition.”
Since 2007-08, the Royal Household has deferred important
property maintenance and kept spending on property
broadly static, in line with the Grant-in-Aid funding it
received, according to the report.
She called on the Royal Household to get a much ﬁrmer
grip on how it plans to address its maintenance backlog.
“It has not even costed the repair works needed to bring
the estate back to an acceptable condition, and the
Treasury did not require an estimate. Again, the Treasury
has an oversight role here. It had taken the view that there
was no point in doing so due to the uncertainty of Grantin-Aid funding. It now intends to re-introduce its 10-year

ONE – STOP – SHOP
FOR BIOMASS HEATING INSTALLATION
• Feasibility Studies & Technical Consultancy
• System Design & Planning Applications
• Boiler House & Silo Construction
• Complete System Installation
• On Site Training
• Servicing & Maintenance
Douch Biomass Ltd
The Barn, Home Farm, Pippingford Park, Nutley, East Sussex TN22 3HW
T: 01825 713354 • E: info@douchbiomass.com • www.douchbiomass.com
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maintenance plan, drawing on the greater certainty of
grant funding.”
The report recommended that the Royal Household make
“swift progress” on updating its property maintenance
plan, including an estimate of the cost of repairs needed
to bring the estate back to target condition, and clear
prioritisation of the work required.
But Sir Alan Reid, keeper of the Privy Purse and Treasurer
to the Queen, speaking at a PAC hearing in October last
year, defended the Royal Household’s record. He argued
that the uncertainity over grant funding had led to the
current hiatus, and of the extra £5 million in 2013-14 and
almost £7 million in 2014-15, 50-60 per cent would be
spent addressing the backlog in property maintenance. He
estimated that the total backlog would cost around £50
million to complete.

FMJ.CO.UK

BIFM Awards now
open for entries
E

ntries are now open for the 2014 BIFM
Awards. Individuals, teams, projects and
organisations now have the opportunity to put
themselves forward and be recognised for their
achievements over the past year. The awards
recognise the very best in facilities management.
This year’s categories are:

 Excellence in Customer Service: Demonstrating
effective solutions which are sustainable,
customer and business driven.
 Excellence in Product Development: All
products are considered with equal merit
from the simplest and cheapest to the most
technically advanced
 Facilities Manager of the Year: Recognising
outstanding personal and professional
performance in FM.
 FM Excellence in a Major Project: A project that
makes a significant contribution to almost
every aspect of an organisation’s operating
style, affecting the majority of employees.
 FM Service Provider of the Year: Recognising
outstanding service delivery and excellence.
There will be an award for an SME provider,
and an award for a large organisation.
 Impact on Organisation and Workplace:
Working environments which are functional
and desirable, making positive contribution

 In-House FM Team of the Year: Recognising
the outstanding contributions made by a
team in organisations, large or small.
 Innovation in the Use of Technology and
Systems:Recognising the best technology
innovation in FM - it can be simple and
inexpensive or the most complicated
rationalisation.
 Learning and Career Development:
Recognising FM organisations or internal
FM teams who can provide demonstrable
commitment to improving their FM people.
 Profound Impact: The profound impact
created and delivered through FM best
practice during the last five years - for the
benefit of society and the economy.
 Rising Talent in Facilities Management (new
for 2014): Recognising a professional who
has made a significant contribution to their
organisation and the FM profession.
 Sustainability and Environmental Impact:
Rewarding the outstanding on-going delivery
of sustainable and environmental initiatives.
Full details of each award can be found at
www.bifm.org.uk/bifm/events/awards
The award ceremony will take place on 13 October
at the Grosvenor Hotel in London’s Park Lane.

towards job satisfaction and productivity.

Just two months’ notice is now required to end an Assured Shorthold Tenancy after the end of a
ﬁxed term, following a ruling at the Court of Appeal. The verdict, which followed the case Spencer
v Taylor (2013), could potentially save landlords thousands of pounds. Previously, under Section
21 (4)(a) of the Housing Act 1988, landlords had to give two months’ notice, plus however many
days were left in that calendar month.
Therefore if notice was served on 2 January, the earliest the landlord could reclaim possession
would be after 31 March. Following the new ruling landlords can take possession just two
calendar months after serving notice, so 2 March in the above example. Previously failure to
identify the correct date led to countless cases being struck out, to the detriment of the landlord,
despite the tenant receiving over two months’ notice. The court also found that notices which
contain a saving provision, allowing the tenant to work out the date themselves, are valid.
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Workplace Futures Conference 2014
The Crystal London
www.workplace-futures.co.uk

4-6 MARCH 2014
Ecobuild
ExCel, London
www.ecobuild.co.uk
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FM Ireland Conference & Exhibition
RDS, Dublin
www.fmireland.com

11-13 MARCH 2014
Facilities Management 2014
NEC Birmingham
www.easyfairs.com

29-30 APRIL 2014

FM & Property Summit
Selsdon Park Hotel, Croydon
2014.fmandpropertyevent.com

6-9 MAY 2014

ISSA Interclean 2014
Amsterdam
www.issainterclean.com

14 MAY 2014

ThinkFM
Kings Place, London
www.thinkfm.com

4-6 JUNE 2014

European Facility Management
conference
Berlin
www.efmc-conference.com

17-19 JUNE 2014
The Facilities Show
ExCel, London
www.facilitiesshow.com/

26 JUNE 2014
World FM Day

17-19 SEPTEMBER 2014
IFMA World Workplace
New Orleans, USA
www.worldworkplace.ifma.org
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As if the FM calendar wasn’t busy enough, the news that the Facilities
Show is moving from the NEC, Birmingham to London’s ExCel almost
coincided with the announcement that a new show, Facilities Management
2014, is being launched by EasyFairs at the NEC. So what’s in store for
those who make their way to Birmingham from 11-13 March?

F

acilities Management 2014 has
made some big promises. It
aims to “host a new approach to aid
facilities managers, business owners
and operators and even catering
and cleaning managers to make
fully informed decisions on what
products to invest in to ensure that
they provide the best service for
2014.” Co-located with two linked
events – Maintec 2014 and The
Health and Safety event – FM2014
clearly hopes to continue where the
Facilities Show left off, as the best
exhibition in the FM sector located in
Britain’s second city, in the heart of
the country.
The exhibitor list is still work in
progress. Although there are more than
60 companies already down to exhibit,
none of the major FM companies are yet
planning to buy space, although that
may well change the closer we get to
the event. But, with the other events,
that exhibitor list rises to 300, which will
provide more of an experience for the
FM visitor.

ATTENDING THE SHOW?
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT 2014 AND MAINTEC 2014
TAKE PLACE AT THE NEC, BIRMINGHAM FROM
11-13 MARCH. THE SHOWS ARE FREE TO ATTEND.
TO REGISTER VISIT
WWW.EASYFAIRS.COM/FACILITIESMANAGEMENT
OR
WWW.EASYFAIRS.COM/MAINTEC

LOTS TO LEARN
The educational opportunities being
advertised are certainly impressive with
four concurrent seminar programmes.
The Business Exchange will give
visitors the opportunity to hear from
leading suppliers as they present their
latest products and services with case
studies, product demonstrations and
latest product insight information.
Speakers include Lex Autolease talking
about vehicle leasing challenges; Mark
Catchlove from Herman Miller on
8
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scenario planning; Gary Watkins from
Service Works on buying a CAFM system;
and Motorola on becoming more
mobile. The FM Matters programme is
yet to be announced but names such
as Norland, Servicebrand Global and
Interserve FM are down to speak. It will
also include Day in the Life sessions
where Debra Ward, MD of Mace
Macro; Brendan Murray, FM business
manager at Defra; and Nick Loveland,
operations director of Performance

Birmingham will talk about the day-today FM challenges in their interesting
roles. Visitors to FM2014 can also visit
the Maintec and Health and Safety
seminars, including the return of the
Business Strategy Forum which made
an impressive debut at the last show.
This is once again being hosted by
Dr. Andrew Starr from Cranfield
University, and will include sessions
with expert speakers from industry
leading companies including Gatwick

Airport, Network Rail and Sellafield.

LIONS’ LAIR
Attendees eager to see the latest
innovations in action should check out
Lions’ Lair competitions running within
both shows. The contests will have the
newest technologies, innovations and
concepts battling it out before an expert
panel of judges in a bid to be voted best
of show.

Cofely and Balfour Beatty WorkPlace.

Your workplace services. United.
ENERGY SERVICES | TECHNICAL SERVICES | FACILITIES MANAGEMENT | BUSINESS PROCESSES
Cofely has joined forces with Balfour Beatty WorkPlace.
So now we can help your organisation run more efficiently
by providing key services right across your infrastructure.
From the energy that runs your buildings, to the performance
of your business itself.

Find out more at cofely.co.uk
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

AXIS SECURITY will provide 216 hours of manned
guarding services per week at the Octagon
Shopping Centre in Burton-on-Trent in a new,
three-year deal.
NVIRO will continue to clean the Associated British
Ports Southampton (ABP Southampton) for a further
three years in a £200,000 per year contract.
INCENTIVE QAS, specialist cleaning arm of Incentive
FM group, has been appointed to provide cleaning
services to the Royal Shakespeare Company (RSC) in
a new, three- year deal.

SODEXO TO PROVIDE SERVICES AT UCL
Sodexo is to provide retail, catering and hospitality services at University College
London in a three-year, £15.7m deal. Under the deal, which started last month, Sodexo
provide catering and vending to 25,000 students and 9,000 staff at the university’s
Bloomsbury campus.
A range of carbon reduction schemes are to be introduced as part of the deal, with
Sodexo also providing a bursary fund to support work placements for UCL students.
Independent pop up and street food providers will visit the campus as guest vendors,
part of the plan to provide a unique and diverse experience for the 155 different
nationalities at UCL. Sodexo’s ethical coffee brand, Aspretto (certified by Fairtrade, Rain
forrest Alliance and Organic) will be introduced across all outlets. The contract has two,
one-year extension options.

ARAMARK GROWS
CONTRACT WITH
ROBERT GORDON UNI

INVIRON WINS THREE
YEAR CONTRACT
WITH WATERSTONES
Inviron has won a three-year
technical facilities management
contract with book retailer Waterstones.
The deal, which started last
December, sees Inviron, part of Imtech
UK, provide planned and reactive
mechanical, electrical and building
fabric maintenance to Waterstones’
entire UK estate of almost 300 stores.
This includes five superstores in
Nottingham, Bath, Manchester,
Glasgow and Waterstones’ flagship
outlet in Piccadilly, the largest
bookshop in Europe.
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Aramark has retained and grown its
contract with Robert Gordon University
(RGU), after the opening of its new
Riverside East building, and will provide
extended services across its campus
in Aberdeen.
The renewed contract is underway
and is in place until 2019. It means
Aramark will now provide services
across eight catering sites instead of the
previous six for the university’s 13,500
students and 1,500 staff.
Granted university status in 1992,
RGU offers over 300 courses. It was
quoted in The Times Good University
Guide 2013 as being the best modern
university in the UK, for the fifth year
running, and has been named the best
UK university for employment by the
Higher Education Statistics Agency.

CARILLION has been chosen by energy company
Shell to deliver FM services on a global basis. The
contract has potential terms of between three and
eight years. Operations have already begun in the
UK, Qatar and Dubai, with Carillion providing both
hard and soft FM services.
OCS GROUP has signed a joint venture agreement
with THP Sinar, the property management arm
of Malaysian investment fund Tabung Haji. The
deal will see building management and facilities
services provided for the growing portfolio of UK
assets owned by the fund. The company has also
acquired certain businesses and assets of Silverdell
trading divisions from joint administrators
BDO. The acquired business units comprise the
decontamination, access and insulation and nuclear
trading divisions operated by EDS.
Service provider AMEY, has been awarded a
£24million, five-year contract to provide
hotel services to the South Warwickshire NHS
Foundation Trust.
MITIE has acquired COMPLETE CARE HOLDINGS,
one of the UK’s leading complex care companies,
from Housing 21, in a £9million deal.
CATERING ACADEMY, has won a five-year contract
worth £2.25 million with Waterhead Academy to
provide halal and non halal meals at the £26million
main campus as well as opening a private restaurant
for top performing students.
ENGLISH HERITAGE has awarded a £746,000
contract to construction and maintenance services
provider MOUNTJOY, to undertake vital conservation
work in the Swiss Cottage Quarter of Osborne House
on the Isle of Wight.
PADDON FM is working with the Hallmark Group
looking after its property portfolio, delivering
planned and preventative maintenance to all plant.
ISS has entered into an extended agreement with
HP to deliver integrated facilities services to the
majority of HP sites worldwide.

ADVICE & OPINION

LEGISLATION

I dreamed a Breeam
Breeam Communities is a standard that helps developers, local authorities and design teams improve, measure and
certify the sustainability of developments at the neighbourhood scale and beyond. It covers economic, social and
environmental sustainability – assessing issues like housing provision, transport networks, community facilities,
and economic impact. Simon Purcell explains what it means for FMs.

I

n March 2012, The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
replaced over 1,000 pages of national planning policy with around 50,
a spectacular simpliﬁcation of the planning system we have known for so
long. The underlying principle is this widely-bandied term ‘sustainable
development’ which at the time, left many furrowed brows. The NPPF says
that sustainable means ensuring that better lives for ourselves doesn’t
mean worse lives for future generations, ‘change for the better’.
Since the NPPF was published almost
two years ago the industry has
adopted the sustainable development
approach wholeheartedly despite
it still sometimes being ambiguous
in its actuality. The planning system
requires developers to demonstrate
that they have built in measures to
ensure their plans are sustainable.
But, without a framework of
standardisation, all is not equal from
local authority to local authority.
There has long been a feeling that
development can be ad hoc at best.
This is where Breeam Communities
comes in. Breeam Communities is
a standard that helps developers,
local authorities and design teams
improve, measure and certify the
sustainability of developments at the
neighbourhood scale and beyond.
It enables a holistic sustainable
approach right from pre-planning, that

within which you can plan the future
community with standardised criteria
for sustainability. It also means that
the sustainability measures are
enshrined in the planning process and
can’t be dropped further down the line.
These criteria include transport,
energy, water, ﬂood risk, geotechnical,
economics and ecology. Like Breeam
for buildings, it designates points
according to what criteria you meet.
Appointing an ecologist might give you
a point, providing a landscape strategy
that takes into account transport
access and ﬂood risk for the next 25
years might give you some more. For
facilities managers this means that
they will have modern sustainable
energy eﬀicient buildings to operate in
the future.
Ultimately the framework doesn’t
require developers to do anything
diﬀerently in their planning

Ultimately Breeam Communities has got
merit but it needs industry buy-in ”
is independently veriﬁed. It means
that from day one when you’ve just
got a green ﬁeld, there is a framework

applications but it does mean that
you’ve got that sustainability box
ﬁrmly ticked when you go into the

Get a brief overview of the scheme and its
benefits and learn more about its use
www.breeam.org/communities-2012-video.jsp
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planning process. The beneﬁt then to
developers is that it gives them some
protection. The independent audit
is a powerful tool in demonstrating
the virtues of the application and it
reduces the risk of going to inquiry
if you have this stamp of approval.
This is a major plus for the developer,
potentially saving them signiﬁcant
time and money. Of course, as with
anything there are costs involved
upfront, but the theory is that they
would be recovered well and truly
through the smoothing over of the
planning process.
However it is just a theory currently
because in practice there are too few
examples of it working successfully.
Not to say that there are many of
it being unsuccessful just that
it’s early days so there is little
data to base any presumptions
on. There are a few stand out
cases, for example that of Media
City in Manchester – Peel Holding
used Breeam Communities to get
this project through the hoops
and sings its praises.
So we need more
instances of it being
used to back up the
theory and give
conﬁdence to the
industry to use it.
If local authorities
incorporated it
in their Local
Development
Frameworks
(LDF) any major
development

in that region would need to comply,
and then we would begin to see real
evidence of the beneﬁts in practice.
Currently the only LA I am aware of
having done this is Eastleigh.
But there is deﬁnitely a shift towards
it with other LAs considering adopting
the framework. One of the major pros
of this scheme is that it is truly a living
document, adapting with the industry
as the environment we operate in
changes. It began as 500 pages and is
now down to 150, reﬂecting the need
to simplicity and ﬂexibility. We need to
be able to adapt to the local needs and
policies so a prescriptive approach just
won’t work.
Ultimately Breeam
Communities has got
merit but it needs
industry buy-in to
really take it forward.
The Building Research
Establishment (BRE) is
doing its best to get it
out in front of the
right people
but more
needs
to be
done.

Simon Purcell is
senior technical
director at WSP and
Breeam Communities

Transform your existing chiller with little mess, little fuss and
best of all no major disruption to your building
CALL TODAY FOR A BROCHURE OR A
FREE NO-OBLIGATION SITE SURVEY

0118 9181 400

QUOTE CODE - RECHILL (FOR SPECIAL OFFERS THAT DAY)
www.thermagroup.com rechill@thermagroup.com

•
•
•
•
•

Major energy savings
Nationwide service
FREE design service
2- 5 years warranty
Typical installation 30 days min
A ThermOzone Ltd Product

Re Chill
ThermOzone Ltd, Kelvin House, Preston Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG2 0BE
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Britain’s Oﬃce Complex
Research recently released by the British Council for Oﬃces (BCO)
has shown how the importance of oﬃces and workspace has been
underestimated. Chris Richmond, chairman of the BCO, explains
why cost isn’t the be all and end all of property.

L

Why is this? In the grand scheme
ook around your office, and what
do you see? An untapped resource of things, expenditure on oﬀices is a
relatively small proportion of the overall
with bags of potential, or just a cost?
cost of running a business.
Have you considered how you could
For example, a typical split for
use your workspace to deliver a
a UK business sees 85 per cent of
competitive advantage? Most of us
expenditure spent on payroll, leaving
haven’t.
just 15 per cent to be spent on property,
Recent research released by the
including rent and rates. But even
British Council for Oﬀices (BCO)
15 per cent adds up to £28.5 billion
estimates UK plc spent £28.5 billion
per annum nationwide, occupiers
on oﬀices in 2012. That is more than
are missing a trick if they fail to
was spent on other crucial business
treat property as an asset that can
functions such as legal services
help to improve their organisation’s
(£24.3bn), accounting (£14bn) and
performance.
insurance services (£23.8bn).
This isn’t just my view. There is
It’s perhaps little wonder that
growing evidence of how oﬀices aﬀect
senior leadership teams tend to view
employee productivity and wellbeing,
property as just another expense on
leading to increased productivity. The
their balance sheet. In fact, threeBCO’s research paper What Workers
ﬁfths (57 per cent) of senior executives
Want revealed that more than twofrom large organisations surveyed
thirds of Generation Y employees
by the BCO do not regularly discuss
feel that funky workspace breed
property issues in the boardroom and
better productivity. Google’s new
responsibility for property is still likely
headquarters in Kings Cross is a great
to fall outside management teams.
example of a business understanding
Even when property is discussed, UK
the impact of a well-designed
plc opts for what, I suggest, is a slightly
commercial property.
crude and outdated view, with 73 per
But a word of caution:
cent citing cost as the most
substance matters
important factor in
more than style, and
assessing an oﬀice’s
gimmicks will not
performance.
lead to gains.
Plus, although
They want oﬃces that
The basics have
almost threeto be done
quarters of
say something positive and
right, with
organisations
aspirational about the
space, comfort,
regularly
lighting,
analyse and
company for which
break-out
assess whether
they work.”
spaces, hot-desks,
their oﬀice
fresh coﬀee and
space is being used
Wi-Fi access essential
eﬀectively, they admit
for all employees. These
that they fail to look at the
easy and relatively low-cost tweaks
role of the oﬀice when productivity
mean that organisations can create
drops, recruitment and retention levels
an environment conducive to higher
decrease, or when staﬀ morale falls.
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output and engagement, without
breaking the bank.
We have reached a point of
reﬂection on the role and value of
the oﬀice. After years of speculation
about the decline of the traditional
oﬀice and rise in ﬂexible working,
high-tech businesses are backing
their belief in the importance of
the oﬀice environment. Yahoo is a
recent example, with CEO Marissa
Meyer limiting home working
fuelled by her conviction that
the oﬀice helps to foster better
‘communication and collaboration’.
The BCO’s recent research paper
The challenges for the oﬀice sector
over the next decade and beyond found
that people are sociable and tribal in
nature – they want places where they
can interact face-to-face and debate
ideas. They want oﬀices that say
something positive and aspirational
about the company for which they
work. As a result, oﬀice design should
be a major part of a company’s armoury
for winning the war on talent.
At PwC we strive to oﬀer the highest
quality oﬀice facilities to retain and
develop our employees and ensure
they are as productive as possible. As
a result, we place a large emphasis on
ensuring that our oﬀices have a large
ﬂoor space, to enable our employees to
move around freely and work ﬂexibly.
Many visitors to our oﬀices have even
referred to them feeling like a hotel.
For example, instead of booking a bed,
our employees book desks through
our system, allowing them to easily
work in the oﬀice as and when they
require, and a concierge service oﬀers
comprehensive support enabling
them to work eﬀectively. We also place
signiﬁcant emphasis upon engaging
with our staﬀ when it comes to oﬀice

design, and it was this engagement
that heavily inﬂuenced both the design
and location of our new oﬀice in the St
James Place development in Norwich.
Ultimately, we are focused upon
creating oﬀices with a feel-good factor
and an environment which encourages
people to come into our oﬀices and
interact with colleagues.
As we enter sustained economic
recovery and growth, the opportunity
to unleash the potential of oﬀice space
is more pertinent than ever. Almost 70
per cent of businesses surveyed claim
to review how their oﬀice space is used
in response to organisation growth or
development, and if they get it right,
they stand to enjoy tangible beneﬁts
for their business performance. That’s
why the time for management boards
to get serious about property has never
been better.
Chris Richmond is chairman of the
British Council for Oﬀices’ (BCO) Occupier
Group and head of real estate at PwC
 To download the research paper
visit: www.bco.org.uk/Research/
Publications.aspx
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Don’t cut corners, clean them.
The new BR 35/12 C with KART – Kärcher Advanced Response Technology – steers
like a car for maximum manoeuvrability and productivity. Just one turn of the steering
wheel can pivot the roller brush head through up to 200º in either direction – meaning
it’s never been easier to clean without getting stuck in tight corners.
For more information on how Kärcher can make a difference to your business,
call 01295 752 142, email cleaning@karcher.co.uk or visit www.karcher.co.uk

Wire in and clip on to the
revolution in lighting control!
Improving your building’s lighting energy use
is difficult enough when you’re up against time,
cost and sensitive building fabrics. At CP Electronics
we’ve developed EBMINT – Miniature INTegrated
presence detectors which can be retrofitted to louvre
blades, clipped to T5 or T8 fluorescent tubes or fixed directly.
Whatever your application we have a solution.
EBMINT BENEfITs
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Can save up to 60% on lighting energy costs*
Sensitive movement detection up to 7 metres
Available in switching or dimming modes
Quick to set up via infrared handset control
Suitable for LED, CFL and linear fluorescent
Integral power supply – just wire into ballast
UK design and manufacture with 5 year warranty

* Based

on typical usage and optimal set up.

Call us today on +44 (0)333 900 0671 or visit our website www.cpelectronics.co.uk
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KPI SURVEY

Moving experience

Fig.1 Churn rates
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“Move management is an important
element in both optimising space
usage and supporting the needs
of internal customers. Using
specialised move management
systems ensures that each move is
completed smoothly with minimum
disruption and cost.”
James Atkinson
Director, Causeway

The average cost per move showed some variation
between sectors - £1394 in the public sector and
£1955 in the private sector.”
public sector this ﬁgure was 15.5, and 42
in the private sector. While the overall
number of moves has declined there has
been a general increase in the number
of moves within small and medium sized
organisations and a reduction in larger
organisations, as shown in Figure 3.
The average head count per move was
15.3 for all respondents but 12.5 in the
public sector and 17.5 in the private sector.

As an element of managing their space,
49% of organisations carried out space
utilisation studies, using a variety of
methods. Compared to 2012 there has been
a decline in the use of visual observation
for this purpose with a doubling of the
use of CAD software for space utilisation
and a small increase in purpose-designed
software. These ﬁgures are summarised in
Figure 4.

In the next issue of FMJ we’ll be reporting on how the
help desk contributes to the quality of service delivered
to internal customers.
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Fig.3 Moves per annum by organisation size
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Clearly there is a link between churn and
the number of times that staﬀ are moved,
as organisations reorganise their space to
ensure optimum usage. The last two years
have seen a reduction in the overall number
of moves, following a sharp increase in
2011, and these ﬁgures back to 2010 are
illustrated in Figure 2.
In 2012 the number of moves in the
public sector was above the average for all
respondents but in 2013 this situation has
changed. The average for all respondents
was 30.7 moves per annum but in the

The average cost per move showed
some variation between sectors - £1394
in the public sector and £1955 in the
private sector.
In most cases, a number of items are
moved along with the people who use
them. The commonest are furniture items,
included in 87% of moves, IT equipment
(70%) and telephones (63%) and these
ﬁgures have remained consistent over the
last three years. 39% of respondents also
carried out alterations to mechanical and
electrical services as part of staﬀ moves.
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Fig.4 Space Utilisation measurement methods
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T

he FM Index KPI survey has been
asking respondents about their
churn and staﬀ moves for a number of
years and has recorded marked changes
in these metrics, seemingly in line with
economic conditions. For instance, in
2012 we saw a signiﬁcant decline in
churn, down to 7.5% from 15.5% the
previous year. This ﬁgure seems to have
stabilised in 2013 with just a small fall
to 7.2%. The average churn ﬁgures from
2006 to 2013 are shown in Figure 1.
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In recent years many organisations have experienced
signiﬁcant disruption, which has an impact on churn
and moves. The FM Index KPI survey, compiled by
FMJ and Causeway, looks at the latest ﬁgures
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FAST FACTS

On the move
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET.
In this edition of FAST Facts, FM software expert Service Works Group’s
managing director Gary Watkins explains how facilities professionals
can work more eﬀectively and eﬃciently using mobile technology
WHAT IS MOBILE WORKING AND WHY
IS IT ON THE RISE?
The revolution of mobile technology
has played a dramatic role in the way
we operate on a daily basis, at work
and in our personal lives. Individuals
are working ﬂexibly and remotely,
approaching work in a new, more
ﬂuid manner, which ﬁts their own
requirements as well as that of
the business.
Technology has been a key enabler
of these new ways of working. Smart
devices, such as tablets, smartphones
and PDAs, oﬀer numerous practical
beneﬁts, whether it’s monitoring daily
budgets, staying connected through
social networks, or being able to
access and complete work while on the
move. Thanks to the advent of cloud
computing and the convergence of
voice and data communications, work
can now be done out of the oﬀice as
readily as in the oﬀice.
According to a recent YouGov survey,
almost half (47 per cent) of employees
reported that they currently use their
personal devices for work and 55 per
cent of senior directors now rely on
smartphones to manage their day-today work.

WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE ON
FACILITIES PROFESSIONALS?
Given the increasing pace of
technological change, many
organisations are opting for solutions
including facilities management
software, that minimise capital
investment, rollout time and training.
The most signiﬁcant development
in FM and related software over the
last 10 years has been the rise of
applications that run on web browsers.
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IS THERE A LINK BETWEEN MOBILE
TECHNOLOGY AND CLOUD
COMPUTING?
Cloud computing, which is essentially
the supply of IT infrastructure and
software over the internet, has been
widely adopted. Businesses of every
size are welcoming the ﬂexibility of
cloud computing and beneﬁtting from
reduced costs, increased productivity
and speed to market.
The web, cloud and mobile
technologies complement each other.
A facilities manager can log or report
on a job anywhere, not just at their
desk, and can be alerted to issues
while on the move. Since maintenance
and upgrades happen centrally,
adjustments and improvements are
available immediately to the end-user.
The ﬁeld service industry, and FM
profession in particular, is beneﬁting
from cloud-based solutions combined
with mobile solutions. Whether the
priority is avoiding service level
agreement (SLA) penalties, minimising
driving time between calls, or securing
ﬁrst-time ﬁxes, the software can
calculate the ideal route, identify the
best-qualiﬁed technician to send and
ensure the relevant parts are available
– all in real-time.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF A
MOBILE SOLUTION?
A move to a truly mobile solution for
a facilities management professional
means much more than eﬀicient
work scheduling or streamlined task
logging. The introduction of mobile
devices ensures that maintenance
professionals can work more cost
eﬀectively and eﬀiciently.
The beneﬁts are signiﬁcant, including:

✔ Logging, receiving and closing jobs in
real-time
✔ Taking photos of asset condition and
instantaneously uploading to an FM
software database in real-time
✔ Capturing signatures to conﬁrm job
sign-oﬀ
✔ Providing notiﬁcation to the help desk
for replacement parts
✔ Eﬀectively managing workforce
allocation, tracking and accountability
using GPS
✔ Using QR codes to scan and manage
asset data, its service and performance
history
✔ Up-skilling staﬀ through online
collaboration, giving operatives the
ability to confer live, onsite with industry
experts via video calling facilities
such as Skype, thereby increasing the
opportunity to secure a ﬁrst-time ﬁx
✔ Viewing online reports on the move
for improved decision making and
performance management
All of which means that the facilities
management profession can reap
considerable rewards from the use of
mobile technology; enabling a more
eﬀective and eﬀicient way of managing
work on the move, delivering farreaching operational improvements,
as well as supporting strategic decision
making both departmentally and
business wide.

WHAT HARDWARE AND OPERATING
SYSTEM SHOULD I USE?
With a mobile implementation,
consideration needs to be given to
both the operating system under
which the FM application runs and

the choice of hardware. In terms of
operating systems, the main choices
are essentially between Android,
Apple’s iOS and Microsoft’s Windows,
since the more mainstream your
choice, the more functionality you
will receive. But given that it is an
era of bring your own device to work
(especially where security needs to be
carefully considered) it may be diﬀicult
to limit the number of operating
systems within an organisation, with
fragmentation possibly creating
management, support and application
distribution problems.
With hardware, the key trend for
mobile working is the move away
from bespoke devices to consumer
technologies, except in specialised
applications. And by running FM
applications on a smartphone or
tablet, users need just one device
for all their day-to-day activities,
including email, internet browsing and
navigation. Ruggedised devices may be
appropriate in harsh environments.

HOW DO I GO ABOUT CHOOSING
A SOFTWARE/APPLICATION
PROVIDER?
When selecting mobile applications
to maximise the eﬀiciency and
productivity of FM and ﬁeld staﬀ,
consideration should be given to
numerous factors including:
✔ The breadth of the provider’s portfolio
of available pre-built mobile apps
✔ Ease of conﬁguration of mobile apps
(whether the apps are deployable on
a wide variety of mobile devices and
operating systems)
✔ How fully and easily the mobile apps
can be integrated with back-end systems
✔ Ease of adding features and
functionality to the solution without
having to deploy extensive upgrades
Other areas of functionality to
consider include the ability to read
barcodes and QR codes for tracking
and managing asset data and
location mapping with GPS and GIS
applications.
This article is based on a new guide
from Service Works Group Mobile
Technology: A Global Maintenance
Management Trend. To receive your
copy, please email info@swg.com
or call +44 (0)20 8877 4080.
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CASE STUDY

HEVER CASTLE

King of the castle
Historic sites and visitor attractions typically consider sustainability
as secondary to visitor numbers and experience. But Hever Castle in
Kent has placed its environmental performance at the forefront of the
organisation’s business plan. Cathy Hayward went to ﬁnd out more

H

ever Castle, nestled in the Kent countryside, is the epitome
of a child’s fairytale castle. Built originally in the 13th
century, and later the childhood home of Anne Boleyn, it boasts
a double moat, proper battlements and creepers rambling
over its honey-coloured stone. The impressive structure sits
proudly within a 600-acre site which includes a hotel, an 18-hole
20
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Championship golf course and beautiful gardens which were
laid out between 1904 and 1908 under the guidance of the then
owner William Waldorf Astor. The estate is also home to a 38acre lake, a traditional maze and a water maze, a rose garden
with 4,000 plants, one of the oldest beech trees in England and a
formal loggia fountain based on the Trevi fountain in Rome.
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HEVER CASTLE

Since 1983, the castle has been owned by
Broadland Properties and opened to the
public. In the last few years its CEO, Duncan
Leslie, who joined seven years ago, has
started to focus attention on some of the
more modern problems associated with
running an estate which attracts 267,000
visitors a year.

A HOT TOPIC

Duncan Leslie CEO

Initially Leslie’s attention turned to heating.
With a £100,000 bill for oil consumed by the
old boilers in his ﬁrst year burning a hole
in his desk, as well as his budgets, Leslie
looked at more sustainable options in both
ﬁnancial and environmental terms.

CASE STUDY

The answer was biomass.
In May 2009, the estate installed a 650kw
biomass woodchip boiler to replace the
previous oil and LPG boilers that had
provided heat and hot water to various
parts of the site. The £640,000 project was
part-funded by grants and loans from the
Department of Energy and Climate Change
and The Carbon Trust with the rest provided
by the estate.
The boiler is situated 300 metres from the
castle, across a road, as it couldn’t be placed
in the existing boiler house due to various
planning and practical constraints. The
main cost was installing the insulated pipes
to transport the water from the two 20,000
litre buﬀer tanks in the boiler house around
the site – not only to the castle but to other
buildings, including the Moat restaurant, the
castle shop and 14 residential properties
used primarily by staﬀ. Within the ﬁrst year,
the boiler saved £70,000, with the net cost of
heating the site coming in at £30,000.
Biomass is not just a sustainable solution
in terms of its environmental credentials,
emphasises Leslie. “Rather than paying
multinational ﬁrms for oil, we support local
timber merchants and wood cutters.” Some
of the wood is taken from the estate, but the
majority is local timber, including sawmill
waste and poor quality timber, from Kent,
Sussex and Surrey with the transportation
carried out by local contractors. Because
the estate has plenty of space, Leslie buys in
the wood, stores it in a purpose-built shed,
and then local companies come in three-tofour times a year – including the day FMJ
visited – to chip the timber. The three-sided
storage building has a smaller low-walled
pit containing an auger system that delivers
wood chip to the boiler.
But some heating challenges remain.
“These are draughty old buildings,” says
Leslie, pointing to the single-glazed, lattice
windows in his oﬀice, which is part of the
Grade 1 listed site. “We can’t simply put
secondary glazing on a castle.”
Last autumn, Leslie took the decision
to replace the 650kw boiler with a 995kw
biomass boiler which was installed by
Douch Biomass shortly before Christmas.
The castle didn’t qualify for the Renewable
Heat Incentive as the original boiler had
been installed four months too early.
“Timber has already gone up since we
put the boiler in, so if we kept the original
boiler, we would be competing with people
for timber who were subsidised to buy it.”
Because the biomass boiler has proved
so successful, additional facilities on the
estate will now be heated by the new boiler
including the swimming pool, another ﬁve
houses, the main toilet block, workshops,
the shop’s stockroom and the new military
museum and classroom which is under
FEBRUARY 2014
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I like the fact that we are an environmentallyfriendly site. It ticks the box for a lot of visitors,
especially corporates.”
construction. The new boiler is predicted to
save more than 6,200 tonnes of carbon over
20 years.
Leslie is understandably exasperated, that
the RHI did not cover the previous biomass
boiler – even more so when it transpires the
old plant was sold to a Polish company for
just £8,000.

A DIRTY BUSINESS
Once the original biomass boiler was
installed, Leslie turned his attention to
the estate’s sewage system. He describes
the old system as being “very iﬀy”. While
the 100-year-old structure was very
sophisticated considering its age, and
was still working, it didn’t comply with
22
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today’s legislation.
Air compressors pushed the sewage across
the site, injected it under the river and then
underground to a lagoon and from there
into a stream. The injectors, which were still
working despite 100 years’ service, were
replaced in 2009 with macerating pumps
and Leslie started researching a more
sustainable method for the site’s sewage.
The result is a very successful ecologicallysound sewage treatment system consisting
of various wetland beds and three sewage
lagoons, with 20,000 plants including water
mint and marsh marigold. The system
essentially gobbles up every bit of sewage
so that no sewage vacates the site and all
that is left is sucked up by a big clump of
willow trees planted at the bottom (which

as they grow will be trimmed, chipped and
fed into the biomass boiler).
This means that not only that all the
site’s sewage essentially ‘disappears’ as it
moves through the three lagoons’ diﬀerent
grades of gravel a but a huge increase in the
amount of wildlife frequenting the lagoons.
The bottom two lagoons are full of frogs
and toads, dragonﬂies and damselﬂies,
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herons, shell ducks and various other ducks
and water birds including reed warblers,
buntings, herons and many more common
species of bird. “The beauty of the system is
that when our visitor numbers are at their
height, in the summer, when we can get
4,000 people a day, the plants are also at
their natural height,” says Leslie. While the
contents of the top lagoon is pretty toxic (a
galvanised steel rabbit net placed over it to
keep people out quickly corroded with the
ammonia) the water in the third lagoon is
crystal clear.
Maintenance of the system, which took
£300,000 to install, is also surprisingly
low. Estate staﬀ spend two to three days a
year weeding, mainly removing bindweed
and some nettles. The top lagoon, which
receives the sewage, will need to be emptied
every ten to 15 years. Now, not only the
castle’s sewage, but also that from the hotel
and golf club also enter the system.

A GREEN APPROACH
Leslie clearly has the green bit between his
teeth. He has also looked into introducing
a hydro electric system on the lake, which
would produce between 15 and 20 per cent
of the estate’s electricity. But currently the
payback period – at around 20 years –
is too long. He is also exploring the
possibility of installing solar panels on the
roof of the greenkeeper’s compound on the
golf course, which is currently powered by
diesel generator.
“We are probably one of the greenest
castles in the UK,” he says. “I like the fact
that we are an environmentally-friendly site.
It ticks the box for a lot of visitors, especially
corporates. And there are real beneﬁts for
local companies and the local community as
our biomass system provides a great deal of
local employment.”
Leslie, a member of the Royal Institution
of Chartered Surveyors, is a land agent by
training. Prior to his role at Hever Castle,
he managed various estates including
Ardverikie Estate in Invernessshire, better
known as Glenbogle in Monarch of the Glen,
Firle Estate near Lewes in East Sussex and

HEVER CASTLE

Wilton Estate in Wiltshire.
His approach to other aspects of facilities
management emphasises his local focus
and sustainable methods. The site’s
catering is outsourced to Levy Restaurants,
part of the Compass Group, but the
attention is very much on locally-sourced,
seasonal produce. Most of the food is made
from scratch on site, while bread is baked
locally. The remainder of the FM is provided
by in-house staﬀ.
There are 60 permanent staﬀ on the
payroll, and an additional 100 are recruited
for the busy summer months, typically as
ticket-collectors and stewards. Some, such
as the four-strong maintenance team, live
on site in ﬂats or small cottages. And while
this might be considered a luxury by some,
Leslie emphasises the practicality of such
an approach. “For the last few days we’ve
had terrible ﬂooding. At 5am, the head of
maintenance realised the problem was
getting worse, and the entire team were up
and moving furniture in the castle.” There
are 100 rooms on the ground ﬂoor of the
castle alone. On the day that FMJ visited,
Leslie’s own cottage had ﬂooded and the
maintenance team was busy lifting the ﬂoor
in his kitchen. Also on site are two porters,
the head housekeeper and a duty manager
for Astor Wing, and their families, together
with some pensioners and tenants.
Notwithstanding the state of his own
cottage, and concerns about ﬂooding in the
castle, the weather remains a key concern
for Leslie. Last year the castle welcomed
267,000 visitors, helped by a fantastic
summer. But the numbers would have been
higher if the weather in April – which was a
complete wash-out and the castle’s worst
Easter on record – had been less wet. “Our
business is hugely weather dependent.
In good years, we can receive as many
as 300,000 guests, but a few wet Bank
Holidays can make a massive diﬀerence
to the overall ﬁgures.” And the state of the
estate itself. Leaving the castle, and driving
through miles of ﬂooded country roads,
with warnings of more rain to come, Leslie’s
task of increasing visitor number seems all
the harder.
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HEVER CASTLE
600 ACRE SITE
125 ACRES OF GARDENS
CONTAINING OVER 4,000 DIFFERENT PLANTS
AND A 38 ACRE LAKE
18 LUXURY BEDROOMS
AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL IN THE ASTOR WING
27 HOLE CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF COURSE
LOCATED IN THE GROUNDS
One of the largest collection
of Tudor portraits outside the
National Portrait Gallery
267,000 visitors per year
Catering outsourced to Levy Restaurants
(part of the Compass Group)
All other services delivered in house
HEVER TIMELINE:
1066

The land where the castle now stands was given
to Walter de Hevere by William the Conquerer
following the Norman invasion

1270

Oldest parts of the castle built

1459

Bought by the Boleyn family

1903

Bought by American businessman and newspaper
magnate William Waldorf Astor

1963

Opened to the public by William Waldorf Astor’s
grandson Gavin.

1983

Bought by current owners , Broadland properties.
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FM PROCUREMENT

Risky business
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FOCUS

Procurement risk is an issue for many businesses. Companies need to
understand the risks they are exposed to through suppliers and contractors and
how to minimise or mitigate these. Tim Hoiles from Trade Interchange, explains
why supplier information management is a vital tool for good vendor governance
and how a major FM provider is using SIM to protect itself and its clients.

I

n 2007, Boeing’s plans to radically
overhaul the supply chain for the new
Dreamliner 787 aircraft were disrupted
by massive problems with component
deliveries, leading to a two-year delay
in aircraft launch and some $2 billion
in charges to ﬁx supplier problems. A
year later, the opening of Heathrow’s
new Terminal 5 was marred by problems
with parking, access control, security,
IT and baggage handling. The result was
cancelled ﬂights, stranded passengers
and a huge backlog of baggage.
Extreme examples perhaps, but managing
suppliers and service providers has never
been such a critical issue. The globalisation
of business and supply chains, the growth of
outsourcing and its inherent risks combine
to make vendor governance a board level
agenda item. Suppliers are now seen as part
of the extended enterprise, not simply a cost
but a strategic input. Their performance is
intimately connected with the performance
of the client business.
More recent events, from the high proﬁle
failings at the 2012 Olympic Games to
contamination of the UK’s food chain with
horsemeat, highlight the potential impact
on reputation, ﬁnances and careers.
Compliance and risk management are
now the watchwords and nowhere is this
more true than in facilities management
which has seen an explosion in contracting
and outsourcing,
with the

in-house function often reduced to a small
core. FMs now spend much of their time
managing contracts with external suppliers
rather than employees.
In many ways facilities managers are
custodians of their organisation’s brand
and reputation. Where FM is outsourced,
it’s their clients’ brands that are exposed -–
that’s a big responsibility. The fundamental
challenge is to manage governance and
compliance across the FM remit, against a
background of changing legislation in the
UK, the EU and for some, globally.
Our research tells us that many clients
and FM providers struggle to keep on top of
essential information about their suppliers.
Many FM providers have around 500
suppliers, some have considerably more.
Yet most are trying to manage essential
information about these suppliers using
legacy software or simple spreadsheets.
Information may be held in a number of
semi-manual systems that cannot be easily
updated, cross-referenced or searched.
This approach can mean that information
is not collected, not regularly updated, is
inaccessible or all three. Four key challenges
we encounter repeatedly are:

 Risk to brand – from insurance to
health and safety certification and
environmental accreditation, it’s
crucial to know that your suppliers are
fully compliant
 Lack of visibility – with a large number

FM providers and
suppliers need to be agile,
ﬂexible and innovative to
respond to fast-changing
customer demands.

of suppliers it can be difficult to know
the current status of each
 Information silos – there may be
multiple versions of the truth, with
different parts of the organisation
gathering information for their own
needs
 Administration – can be a burden
simply through the sheer quantity
of documentation.

One way to manage this supply chain
vulnerability is by implementing supplier
information management or SIM. The
approach is widely adopted in other sectors
but is less common in FM where it has
great potential to reduce risk, improve
eﬀiciency and save money. One solution
to the potential administrative burden of
collecting and maintaining comprehensive
information on your supplier base is for
suppliers to input information directly.
Rather than each supplier sending emails
and attachments, they complete an online
questionnaire and the information is held
in the ‘cloud’. The client has a customisable
dashboard showing them the status of
all suppliers and where they are in the
‘onboarding’ process.
The process is quick (a recent
implementation took just 12 weeks) and
simple. It’s also ﬂexible to respond to
changing requirements. For example, when
an issue arises such as the contamination
of food products, it’s easy to amend the
questionnaire and ask all relevant suppliers
to update their information on provenance,
hygiene and handling.
Facilities managers and FM providers
need to keep up to speed with changing
legislation. For example, the 2010 Bribery
Act, described as “the toughest anticorruption legislation in the world,” created
a new oﬀence of the failure of commercial
organisations to prevent bribery on their
behalf. Companies therefore need to be
able to demonstrate their anti-bribery
procedures and record keeping.
FM providers and suppliers need to be
agile, ﬂexible and innovative to respond
to fast-changing customer demands. For
their part clients need to be able to keep
track of the capabilities and risks in their
supplier base. A properly-implemented
SIM system can transform the way facilities
professionals work with suppliers, to
the beneﬁt of both. It gives FM providers
a 360° view of supplier information,
helping them to reduce risk and ensure
compliance. Ultimately it helps to protect
the organisation and its customers’ brand
and reputation.
Tim Hoiles is chief of operations at Trade
Interchange
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A solution for Sodexo
As one of the world’s leading service companies, Sodexo works with thousands of
suppliers. Eﬀectively managing supplier related risk is critical to the delivery
of services to its customers. Sodexo expects its suppliers to be of the highest
standard and quality to meet its own and its customers’ expectations.

S

odexo had speciﬁc aims for a new,
improved supplier information
management system. It should enable
the company to manage compliance
and risk across the supply chain,
evaluating each supplier for compliance
in: health and safety; quality assurance;
environmental management; corporate
social responsibility and insurance.
Suppliers are also required to provide upto-date contact information and accurate
remittance details.
The company wanted a solution that
would tackle the administrative burden of
“on-boarding” and managing large volumes
of suppliers and their related information.
The company wanted a single central
database for all supplier information and the
system should give full visibility of supplier

engagement in the process.
Finally, it needed to be user friendly for both
the suppliers and the internal stakeholders
responsible for the approval process.
The FM provider is now in the process
of rolling out a SIM system in Europe. SIM
provides Sodexo with a highly eﬀective
data collection tool that gives it the ability
to eﬀiciently manage and monitor its
supplier information using cloud-based
software. A user-friendly dashboard gives full
visibility over suppliers’ activities and their
engagement in the process.
The system models Sodexo’s approval
process, creating reports that clearly display
the status of each supplier and what stage
they have reached. Based on the information
provided, relevant stakeholders can approve
certain sections within the questionnaire. If

The system chases suppliers automatically when their
information is out-of-date, which saves time and eﬀort”
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the information is not complete or accurate,
the supplier and other stakeholders can be
notiﬁed where the problem lies.
The rule-based search and reporting
functionality can pull data straight from
the SIM database, which can then be easily
exported into a number of standard formats,
including Excel ﬁles and CSV.
The system issues reminders to suppliers
when information becomes out-of-date,
further reducing the administrative burden.
After the solution was tested and
implemented in the UK, Sodexo rolled it out
in Belgium, the Nordic countries (Denmark,
Sweden, Norway and Finland) and France,
with the whole process taking between 16
and 24 weeks for each country. Each country
began with a kick-oﬀ meeting, introducing
the project team to the product and the
implementation road-map.
The next stage was to invite suppliers to
complete the online questionnaire. “SIM
has dramatically reduced our workload,
the suppliers are now responsible for
keeping information up-to-date, including
documents such as insurance policies,” says
Nick Vandenberghe, buyer FM – supply chain
department for Sodexo Belgium.
He also comments on how useful it is to
have diﬀerent categories of questions for
diﬀerent levels of risk. “Tiered question
levels allowed us to create questionnaires
that are appropriate for a supplier’s speciﬁc
relationship with Sodexo, based on the
level of risk, giving us a single on-boarding
solution.”
The supplier can only submit their
information once the questionnaire,
including documents, is 100 per cent
complete. Once the data is submitted by
the supplier, the system notiﬁes Sodexo
stakeholders and they can begin the
approval process. “The system chases
suppliers automatically when their
information is out-of-date, which saves time
and eﬀort. We also get a complete picture
of which suppliers have not updated their
information, making it easier to manage by
exception,” says Es Scheers, supplier quality
manager for Belgium.
The supply chain team found it simple
and quick to implement. “Suppliers say
that the system is easy and intuitive to use.
It is designed in a way that is user friendly,
allowing the suppliers to become conﬁdent
straight away,” says Seeta Patel, vendor
governance assistant at Sodexo UK.
Claire Ballantine, global director of
infrastructure processes and tools supply
chain, says the system has provided
additional beneﬁts that they didn’t expect:
“We now have a powerful reporting tool
that gives us valuable business information.
SIM has become the gateway for Sodexo to
gather all supplier information.”
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Vax Commercial harnesses the
tough cleaning power of steam
Vax Commercial’s Senior Product Manager, Brian Davis,, explains how the new
VCST-01 multi-function steamer is helping to clean up washrooms and kitchens

“Customers who have used it on
a surface that had already been
cleaned with conventional
wiping and detergent have
been shocked by just how
much extra dirt and grime the
machine can extract.”
“As the dirty water is extracted at the
point of cleaning, it’s also creates much
less mess and is more hygienic than a using
a conventional mop and bucket, which
carries a high risk of cross-contamination,”
explains Brian. “Using steam to clean is more
environmentally friendly and eﬀicient than
a mop too, as it uses a lot less liquid to clean
an area. In addition, the VCST-01 has a higheﬀiciency water ﬁltration system that cleans
the exhaust air before it’s re-emitted into the
room, helping to maintain the quality of the
air while you’re working.”

C

leaning washrooms and kitchens in
professional workplaces, educational
establishments and other busy facilities
provides a unique set of challenges.
Typically there are a range of diﬀerent
surface types that must be left both visibly
clean and hygienic. Vax Commercial has
launched a powerful multi-function steam
cleaner that promises to solve these
challenges, oﬀering quick, multi-surface
cleaning that sanitises without the need
for any chemicals. The new VCST-01 steam
cleaner includes an extensive range of
tools for cleaning ﬂoors, carpets, tiles,
mirrors, windows, upholstery, ovens, taps,
tiles, grout and much more besides.
“Our new VCST-01 steam cleaner provides
a quick, easy and eﬀective way of deep
cleaning and sanitising almost every
washroom and kitchen surface, including
windows, ﬂoors and walls,” explains Vax
Commercial’s Senior Product Manager, Brian
Davis. “It has tools that are designed to tackle
dirt, limescale and stains on almost any
surface and it can be switched to extraction

mode at the touch of a button, so it’s great for
sucking up any accidental wet spills or ﬂoods too.”
This multi-purpose cleaner is designed to easily
switch between steam cleaning, picking up dirt
and sucking up accidental wet spills. In steam
mode it heats up in just 90 seconds to produce
4.5 bar of continuous steam that sanitises and
deodorises without the need for chemicals.
“This makes it a great choice for sanitising food
preparation areas where strong chemicals should
be avoided,” explains Brian. “It’s also ideal for
hygienically cleaning the sinks, taps, ﬁttings and
any other hard to reach areas in washrooms and
toilet areas. The steam ﬂow can also be varied to
suit the job in hand. To remove tough, stuck-on dirt
simply increase ﬂow for an intense blast of steam,
or turn it down for more delicate cleaning tasks.”
With the ﬂoor cleaning tool attached, the VCST01 leaves ﬂoors sparkling clean and hygienic,
without the need to get down onto your hands
and knees to scrub. In extraction mode it removes
excess water quickly and eﬀiciently, removing the
need to mop or wipe surfaces after cleaning.
“The amount of dirt removed by the VCST01 can be quite surprising,” comments Brian.

ABOUT VAX COMMERCIAL
A leading brand from one of the world’s
largest ﬂoorcare manufacturers, Vax
Commercial’s range of ﬂoorcare products
also includes robust tub and upright vacuum
cleaners, compact carpet washers, scrubber
dryers, ﬂoor sweepers and detergents.
Vax Commercial’s unique after
sales support includes a full account
management service including free product
demonstrations and training, plus a UK
based helpline.
You can also see Vax Commercial at stand
721 in Hall 11 at the ISSA Interclean Show
in Amsterdam from 6th – 9th May 2014. The
team will be on hand during the show to
demonstrate the latest product range and
answer any queries.

For more information or to arrange a free demo, please contact Steve Best on 0121 347 6047,
email sales@vaxcommercial.co.uk or find us on Twitter @vaxcommercial
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Every FM business faces the challenge of winning new business, but winning
new clients can put existing business at risk. Pippa Jukes, director of sales for
contract cleaners Nviro, analyses the processes that need to be put in place to
safeguard and retain contracts

T

he battle to win new contracts keeps getting harder as
prices continue to be driven down, which leaves many
companies struggling to win new business and in some cases
ﬁghting to stay aﬂoat. For this reason the retention of existing
contracts has never been so important for cleaning contractors.
It costs around 50 per cent more to gain a new customer than
it does to retain one, so retention should be at the top of every
company’s agenda. The processes that are required for retention
should also be honed to a ﬁne art. As the existing holder of the
contract, you already have the upper hand; however, the crucial
part is knowing how to use that to your advantage to give your
customer no reason to look elsewhere.

TAKING THINGS FOR GRANTED
It’s easy to think that retaining business is simply down to a matter of
treating the customer correctly and providing good service. Yet, with
clients constantly looking for more eﬀiciency and cheaper prices
it’s not so straightforward. When contracts are up for renewal, the
same care and attention that was paid at the initial tender proposal
stage should be carried forth as if the contract were brand new to a
company. Becoming over familiar and taking things for granted is an
easy trap to fall into, and can be the catalyst for the breakup of many
relationships. When a contract goes up for renewal, the salesperson
can’t aﬀord to take a back seat and rest on their laurels. It’s often
procurement teams that go out to tender but they have little to do
with the day-to-day operations of a contract, so they are far from the
champions of the cleaning provider and have to approach it from an
unbiased standpoint.

It’s therefore vital that procurement teams take the opinion of
onsite management into consideration during the tender process.
Those on the frontline have a much wider understanding of how a
contractor performs on site. This does however depend on the set
up of the organisation. Typically, those in public sector organisations
have a very rigid, strict protocol to follow throughout the tender
process and will not deviate for fear of being opened up to scrutiny.
In a sense, this is fair for every competitive bid because it allows new
contractors to gain business on an even footing, but does little to
allay the fears of those trying to retain business.

USING YOUR HOME ADVANTAGE
The key diﬀerence sits within the team that creates the proposal. It’s
essential to treat the retendering process as if it were for a brand new
contract. However, the team has to remember the distinct advantage
it has - the incumbent contractor will know the contract inside out.
Just as a football team playing at home knows the dressing room,
the feel and size of the pitch and more importantly has the support
of its home fans, a contractor knows their clients’ buildings inside
out, they have a feel for what is required across the environment and
they also have the support of the client and the individual users of a
building. In the same way a football team intuitively knows how to
use the home ground to their advantage to win, a contractor should
be using their own advantages to overcome competitors and retain
the client.
Existing contractors can also be more eﬀective in providing further
eﬀiciencies during retender, as they have already accounted for
mobilisation and implementation costs when the contract was

The key diﬀerence sits within the team that creates the proposal. It’s essential to treat the
retendering process as if it were for a brand new contract. ”
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originally won. For many businesses, it’s a
struggle to provide cost eﬀiciencies for new
contracts while accounting for equipment,
machinery, staﬀ and a raft of other elements
that all aﬀect the cost of contract delivery.
An existing service provider already has
these elements and systems in place, so
from the oﬀset they have the ability to
transfer these savings over to the customer
to oﬀer them a better service at a lower rate,
something a new customer coming in to
tender will no doubt struggle to oﬀer.
You may have gathered masses of
signiﬁcant information over the lifecycle
of a contract, but the next stage is to work
out how to utilise it to best eﬀect. All too
often the operations team that has been
successfully running the contract has
very little to do with the team that will be
requesting the extension or renewal. If this
happens, there is a fundamental breakdown
in the quality and eﬀectiveness of the bid
and it becomes like everybody else’s.

ASSESSING CUSTOMER NEEDS
It’s simply not enough to deliver good
service; yet, the best way to garner the
information needed to be successful in
retendering is to oﬀer the highest standards
of service and to constantly assess how
more can be achieved. By holding monthly
meetings, reviewing operative performance,
carrying out customer satisfaction surveys
and re-training where required, you can
continuously keep on top of what your
customer desires. At the end of the day, if
you don’t sit down and ask exactly what
your customer wants and how you can
make things better, you’ll be none the wiser
when it comes to including this information
in the retendering documentation.
Engaging with customers on a regular
basis to communicate needs and issues
forms the very heart of the contract. As soon
as a new contract is won, the successful
contractor should be thinking about the
retendering process from the very day
the work begins. By setting out to fully
understand the contract and how to better
it throughout its lifecycle, contractors can
be on their toes and ready to come out on
top of competitors when the client does
ﬁnally look to retender.

BUILDING A TRUSTING RELATIONSHIP
There’s absolutely no point in going
for a contract renewal on a site if it is
poorly managed and lacks the desired
performance. Just simply looking after your
customers in the right way leaves you with
far less to prove when it comes to applying
at retender stage. By opening up a dialogue
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and getting to know your customers as
people, you can begin to build a trusting
relationship and bond which will
have a great eﬀect on whether
contract retention is
successful. Truly knowing
your customers also
means that you will
have a lot more
critical information
at your disposal.
If after three years
managing a contract
you know that the
customer has a strong
stance on corporate
social responsibility, then
make a song and dance
about it in the proposal. You may
learn that a customer is keen to drive
towards a greener and more sustainable
approach to business, so make sure that
this forms an important part of your own
approach. Clients may not be requesting
this information but, if you know it’s what
the customer wants, then you have a large
advantage over those trying to win the
new business.

THE DEVIL’S IN THE DETAIL
The advantages for an existing contractor
during the retendering stage are vast, but
it’s imperative to remember that this
isn’t a time to rest on your laurels. It’s
easy to think that simply having a
great relationship with a client
will lead to a retender win;
however, these relationships
need to be acted upon and
put to good use to provide a
better service at a low price.
Having a healthy relationship
is great, but a client in this
current economic climate is
likely to overlook this in favour of
saving themselves some money.
Use every detail gathered over the
lifecycle of a contract, be it of little or
great importance, to its full eﬀect to make
sure your tender document sits a cut
above the rest. Little things that may seem
insigniﬁcant at the time could in fact be the
details that place you above competitors,
so it’s imperative to avoid overlooking the
smallest of things. If you truly know your
customer; you’ll know how to retain
their custom.

When contracts are up for
renewal, the same care and
attention that was paid at the
initial tender proposal stage should
be carried forth as if the
contract were brand new
to a company.
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98%

CLIENT
SATISFACTION
RATING

Clean leaders in customer retention
For the last 20 years Julius Rutherfoord has built a reputation
as London’s most professional and reliable contract cleaning
company.
Our commitment to providing a premium cleaning service and
innovative management systems has helped us to achieve some
of the highest levels of customer retention in the industry and a
98% client satisfaction rating in a recent independent survey.

Fresh thinking in cleaning

TM

We still clean for some of our first customers. In fact, of the
300 clients we have in London, many have been with us for a
considerable length of time:

• 10 years service 25%
• 15 years service 7%
• 20 years service 3%
www.julius-r.co.uk

|

sales@julius-r.co.uk

|

020 7819 6700
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Food waste on the menu

Even the most careful of restaurants, canteens and public sector catering facilities produce
food waste. With landﬁll no longer a viable option, freelance journalist Maggie Morrissey
samples the alternatives

A

ccording to the government’s waste
body, Wrap, 15 million tonnes of
food waste is thrown away every year,
with commercial premises such as
schools, prisons, restaurants and retail
outlets responsible for almost half.
Historically, facilities managers had
limited choice on what to do with food
leftovers: pulp using a food waste disposal
unit and ﬂush it down the drain, or
transport to a local landﬁll site with other
waste materials. However, when food rots
32
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in landﬁll it produces methane, a gas 25 per
cent more potent than carbon dioxide, so
diverting food waste is increasingly seen as
a priority.
High water usage, and rising drainage and
maintenance issues caused by blockages
from food waste disposal units, combined
with rising landﬁll fees and new legislation,
are further driving facilities managers to look
for alternative ways to deal with leftover
food. Not to mention the need to meet
wider environmental targets, improve waste

management overall, and make ordering
systems more cost eﬀective.
“There isn’t really a ‘one size ﬁts all’ food
waste solution for facilities managers,“
explains Avril Banks, commercial director for
TEG Environmental, one of the UK’s organic
waste processing companies. “Choosing the
right option depends on a combination of
cost, availability of facilities, types of food
waste produced and space available on site.”
So what are the main beneﬁts and or
drawbacks of the options available?
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ANAEROBIC DIGESTION (AD)

Choosing the right
option depends on a
combination of cost,
availability of facilities, types of
food waste produced and
space available on site.”

The UK currently has 125 AD sites. Gas
produced during the process is converted to
electricity to power homes and businesses,
meeting some of the UK’s energy needs and
diverting waste from landﬁll. There are four
stages involved in the process, each breaking
food waste down into smaller parts, until all
that’s left is biogas – a mixture of methane
and carbon dioxide – digestate, and water.
Biogas can be burned to produce heat and
electricity, and methane upgraded for use in
cars. The digestate, a nutrient-rich substance
commonly used as a fertiliser, can also be
used in ethanol production or in building
materials such as ﬁbreboard. Any water
that is left is generally returned to the
sewage system.
An increasing number of managers choose
AD to meet zero waste or wider sustainability
targets. However, it isn’t necessarily the
cheapest option; prices vary between sites,
with gate fees ranging from £25 to £65
per tonne, often proving more costly
than landﬁll.
Additionally, as regular collections are
needed to move food from site to plant,
this can result in signiﬁcant vehicle miles,
especially in those areas where plants are
scarce. So any net energy gains achieved are
reduced when the fuel and energy required
for transport are factored in, along with
additional concerns over high emissions and
particle discharges from HGVs.
Facilities also need to have an
appropriately secure storage area for
food bins, which must be hygienically
managed away from foodservice areas
and, if necessary, with temperature control.
Inadequate management of waste on
site can result in food waste becoming
contaminated and therefore not suitable for
AD processing.

COMPOSTING
Composting is nature’s way of
recycling food leftovers. Micro
organisms from soil ‘eat’ organic
waste and break it down through a
process called aerobic respiration.
Although a more natural process
than AD, composting requires careful
management, with the right balance
of carbon and nitrogen to produce highgrade compost.
Under the Animal By-Products
Regulations, food waste must be processed
in an enclosed facility, either in tanks – invessel – or covered windrows where material
is laid out in rows and turned regularly. The
legislation also sets minimum temperatures
to kill oﬀ pathogens and make the compost
safe for use; these can be as high as 700C.
As with AD, proximity can determine

FOCUS

whether composting is a suitable option.
Gate fees average £24 per tonne, but food
waste producers need to factor in collection
and transport costs, and again consider the
impact of moving the waste by road.
Waste collector Olleco, which specialises
in organic waste collection from the food
service industry, believes most customers do
not have a preference when it comes to AD
versus composting. Adam Baisey, Olleco’s
commercial director explains: “Although
cost is the main consideration for smaller
organisations, it isn’t necessarily the same
for larger facilities.
“It is increasingly important for our
customers, such as Manchester City Football
Club, to demonstrate they operate in a
sustainable manner. Sending food waste to
AD or composting helps them demonstrate
this, and we are able to provide statistics
around carbon savings, which is important
to them.”

ON-SITE COMPOSTING
These self-contained systems use the same
technological process as composting and are
particularly popular in small to midsized facilities such as schools, hospitals,
hotels and those with on-site canteens
or restaurants.
In-vessel systems accelerate the process of
turning food waste into high-grade compost,
in some cases in as little as 14 days. Food
preparation scraps and plate scrapings can
be added alongside additional material such
as wood chippings, which are necessary in
order to create aeration.
The beneﬁts include being able to
continuously add waste, and the production
of compost is ongoing. However, there are
limitations. For example, they are unable to
cater for waste with a high liquid content,
and the food waste needs to be carried from
the kitchen to the machine, without spilling
any en route.
The systems also need to be located some
way from foodservice facilities because of
the potential for bad odours or the attraction
of insects or vermin.
The Animal By-Products Regulations also
prohibit the movement of any materials
from the premises. In practice, this means
that all food waste must be generated on
the site where composting takes place,
with suﬀicient grounds to spread the
compost produced.
Clyde Shopping Centre in Scotland
recycles 100 per cent of its food waste
from retail operations with the help of Tidy
Planet’s ‘Rocket’ in-vessel composter, which
was installed in September 2013. Several
million ﬂock to the centre every year, which
processes up to 300 litres of leftover food
and preparation oﬀ-cuts from its food retail
FEBRUARY 2014
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outlets, including Costa, Dominos and
Subway. The compost is used around the
grounds of the centre.

ON-SITE AEROBIC DIGESTION
An innovative on-site option, especially
beneﬁcial for sites with limited storage
space, and one that eliminates the need for
vehicle movements, is an aerobic digestion
system.
Systems such as Waste2O™, engineered
and manufactured by foodservice
equipment specialist Mechline
Developments in Milton Keynes, employ a
biological process called bioremediation.
The equipment injects naturally-occurring
bacteria into the bio-digestion chamber,
where they continue to multiply and
digest food waste, resulting in grey
waste water that can be safely
connected to the drain and
sewer network with no risk
of causing blockages.
All organic soft food is
digested, with no solids
or sludge to remove.
An increasing number
of sites including
restaurants, shopping
centres, hospitals, the
MoD and even boats
are now using Waste2O.
It slots into a space
fractionally over one metre
squared, and connects directly to
the drainage system where it is able
to digest up to 180kg of food waste over a
24-hour period.
Ian Creswell, business development
director at Mechline Developments, says:
“We recommend customers use special
clear buckets to collect food waste prior
to loading, which helps monitor wastage,

Mechline Waste 2-O

Last year, FareShare
redistributed 4,200 tonnes of food,
88 per cent of which it suggests would
have been sent to landﬁll, thereby
helping to cut the UK’s carbon
emissions by 1,850 tonnes.”
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improve food usage and
cut costs at the same
time. Warwick Hospital,
for example, reported
savings of £8,500 per
year after installing
Waste2O, with water
consumption reduced
as a result of replacing
macerators, reduced
transport and processing costs
oﬀ site. Other beneﬁts include
reduced carbon and particulate
emissions and improved waste recovery of
other recyclates, increasing potential income
from eﬀective on-site waste streaming.”
Waste2O is the only commercial biodigester food waste system to gain approval
from the WRc (Water Research Centre) and
is also WRAS (Water Regulations Advisory

Scheme) listed.
Creswell explains: “Approval has
conﬁrmed that we adhere to the water
companies’ strict guidelines on what can
be discharged into drains and that eﬀluent
quality, including acidity levels, falls within
standard trade eﬀluent levels. In fact, one
water company – Yorkshire Water – has
funded installation at a site whose food
waste management system regularly caused
blockages within the sewer system with
amazing results.”

REDISTRIBUTION
Lastly is the redistribution of food waste
through charities such as FareShare, which
provides ‘surplus’ food to more than 910
community projects through its 17 centres
around the UK. The term surplus applies to
any food that cannot be sold or used but
can still be consumed. Often this means it
comes directly from manufacturers, or from
supermarkets and restaurants.
Last year, FareShare redistributed 4,200
tonnes of food, 88 per cent of which it
suggests would have been sent to landﬁll,
thereby helping to cut the UK’s carbon
emissions by 1,850 tonnes. Because the
food is redistributed for consumption, this
option is only suitable for those facilities
that produce food waste that can be
consumed; and therefore doesn’t tackle food
preparation or plate scrapings.
So with more choices now available
than ever, facilities managers have the
opportunity to move away from a reliance on
maceration as the sole solution, and instead
look at introducing one – or a combination
of – the approaches covered here, to suit
their own sites’ needs.
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R22 air conditioning ban – Both a
challenge and an opportunity
An estimated half a million businesses in the UK are still using air conditioning that will be aﬀected by
the complete ban on R22 refrigerant at the end of this year. These businesses face having to replace
their entire air conditioning so now is the time plan ahead. Mitsubishi Electric’s Shane Suter examines
the issues and the options available.
lower running costs over the previous system.
Special Replace technology can retain the
pipework and wiring, reducing the downtime
needed to upgrade systems. It can often
mean a replacement can be completed in
days instead of weeks.
Building owners can also beneﬁt from a
new warranty of up to seven years and will be
running a system with dramatically increased
eﬀiciency, reduced emissions levels and
greater control and ﬂexibility. In many
cases, the old system can also be replaced
regardless of the brand.
Where Replace is not a viable option,
modern R410A VRF still oﬀer greater ﬂexibility
and performance over R22 versions.

FINANCE ALSO AVAILABLE

I

F your air conditioning is more than 8
years old, you are almost certain to be
aﬀected so you need to ﬁnd out what the
ban on R22 means for you and what your
options are, so you can plan to replace
your system.
Commercial property owners who haven’t
started to upgrade their air conditioning
systems are now becoming aware of the R22
ban and this presents both a challenge and
an opportunity.
Not least of which is the fact that in these
uncertain economic times, many businesses
will leave the decision until the last minute
and this may well lead to issues with the
availability of equipment and installation
companies.

THE BACKGROUND
R22 is being phased out because it is a
hydrochloroﬂuorocarbon (HCFC) that
is known to have ozone depleting
potential (ODP).
For many businesses, this means that it
will no longer be possible to maintain their
systems properly and they will need to be
completely replaced when maintenance

issues requiring de-gassing occur.
If left until too late, businesses face losing
their air conditioning completely and having to
accommodate unplanned maintenance and
shut down.

SIMPLIFYING REPLACEMENT
There are options available however. One is to
look at replacing your existing air conditioning
with a modern system. This can deliver better
running costs, reduce your carbon footprint and
deliver greater control over your air conditioning
and heating, often whilst utilising existing
pipework and wiring.
Not only can the new systems therefore provide
more accuracy and energy eﬀiciency, they can

The important thing though, is to get the
thousands of businesses out there with an
R22 system to start examining the issue
and plan for an upgrade or replacement –
before it becomes an issue that aﬀects both
the operation of their businesses and their
bottom line.
We have developed a special Audit Tool
which will demonstrate how much you can
save on monthly energy bills by updating
your system and have even developed a
speciﬁc ﬁnancial package to help businesses
pay for the replacement – without aﬀecting
existing budgets.

FURTHER INFORMATION
For further details and answers to all the basic questions relating to R22
replacement, visit our dedicated website: www.replace.mitsubishielectric.co.uk
For more information on the special finance package, email
Melfinancesolutions@meuk.mee.com or visit www.melfinancesolutions.co.uk
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From 2015, ‘service use’ of R22 – removing the gas or dealing with leaks and repairing the
refrigerant side of plant – will be illegal in all refrigeration, heat pump and air conditioning
systems. But with huge amounts of the ozone-depleting refrigerant gas still used in UK plant,
what do facilities managers need to do in 2014 to prepare? Cathy Hayward reports
36
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ince 2004 it has not been legal to use
Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs),
including the ozone-depleting refrigerant
gas R22, in new refrigeration, heat pump
and air conditioning (AC) systems. And
by 31 December 2014, ‘service use’ of
R22, meaning delving into a system and
removing the gas or dealing with leaks,
will be illegal. This will mean that R22
plant will be unserviceable from the end
of this year, although it can continue in
operational service.
A poll conducted by FMJ last month
revealed that while 46 per cent of FMs were
prepared for the changes, 38 per cent felt
they were only “somewhat prepared” and
17 per cent were not at all prepared.
“There has been an element of ‘burying
the head in the sand’,” says Len Cowling,
operations director at mechanical,
maintenance and building services business
Maxwell Stewart, part of the Servest Group.
“Because, if the machinery continues to
function satisfactorily, then it is difficult
to justify the capital expenditure. What
facilities professionals, and their finance
directors holding the purse strings, may
not be aware of,” he says, “is the impact
of a catastrophic plant failure which could
render a building without air conditioning.
“There is no quick fix available, and, in
many instances a retrofit using different
refrigerants is not possible.”
Peter Excell, associate director at total
facilities management provider Bilfinger
HSG Facility Management, concurs. “I think
FMs are aware of the forthcoming changes,
as it’s been continually in the FM and trade
press, but they’re not aware of the criticality
of it. If you’ve got a business critical area
dependent on R22 chillers for example, and
those chillers crash, you will not be able
to do any remedial work. You will simply
have to decommission the plant and there
are significant costs associated with that,
especially for high-risk critical plant.”
But Trevor Dann, technical and
sales director at ThermaCom,
argues that FMs are not
aware of the new rules
despite the press
coverage. “Far too
many are concerned
only with things in
their immediate
focus. Giving these
guys 10 years
means they will
take nine years and
nine months before
they think about it.
They will then complain
that they have not been
given sufficient notice.” Those
that have had the foresight to act

There is no quick fix
available, and, in many
instances a retrofit using
different refrigerants is
not possible.”
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TOP TIPS FOR FMS
ÍÍ Check if the system operating in your building is R22
ÍÍ Determine the impact to the business/ building if the equipment does fail
ÍÍ Find out if the larger control plants (chillers) are suitable for a retrofit and, if so, take advice on
whether or not this is a cost-effective option
ÍÍ Plan to replace all R22 plant in a controlled manner – proactive is always a cheaper solution than
reactive
ÍÍ Budget with the building owners for the capital expenditure required – prioritise which
equipment / plant needs to be addressed, based on the impact of catastrophic failure
ÍÍ Make building owners and occupiers alike, aware of the regulations so that there is buy-in from
those who will be impacted by the work, or those that have to finance the work.

Source: Len Cowling, operations director at Maxwell Stewart, part of the Servest Group

He urges facilities professionals to start planning now, if
they haven’t already done so, and request quotes. ”
will have already done so, he says.
Yet there are a large number of R22
systems still operational throughout the
UK, confirms Peter Verkempynck, managing
director of Daikin UK, a supplier of cooling,
heating, ventilation and refrigeration
equipment. He predicts that this year will
see a large number of panic purchases of
R22 upgrades and replacement solutions.

TO ACT OR NOT TO ACT
Those organisations still running R22 plant
face stark choices. Plant requiring R22
equipment stopped being supplied in 2000,
and HFC equipment was widely available
before this date. Therefore residual R22
systems will be at least 13 years old, and
often much older. The plant will already
have considerable amount of wear and
tear and may be about to fail in any case.
Introducing a radical change such as a
replacement refrigerant may be the thing
that pushes it over the edge, says Dann.
“Failure in these systems will invariably
mean compressor failure, and it will be
unpredictable and expensive to resolve.”
He adds that the systems will be suffering
from work hardened joints and pipework,
and the molecules of the replacement
refrigerants are generally smaller than R22,
and will find their way out through smaller
fissures leading to inevitable leaks. Because
38
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equipment on a temporary basis.” Not only will
this have to be costed, but there will be high
demand for temporary equipment because of
the changes.
Other organisations which simply bury
their heads in the sand, will find themselves
breaking the law, or asking a cooling industry
firm to do so on their behalf. “I have no doubt
there will be huge volumes of nefarious
practices occurring,” says Dann. People have
also largely overlooked the fact that the R22
itself will become a considerable cost liability
for its proper disposal. “I expect there will be
vast amounts of illegal venting going on.”
He urges facilities professionals to start
planning now, if they haven’t already done
so, and request quotes. “Come the early
summer the routine workload will hit the
cooling industry and that lasts until October /
November.”
But adopting new systems needn’t be a
painful process, says Shane Suter, Finance
Solutions Manager at Mitsubishi, a supplier of
energy efficient air conditioning equipment.
“There are finance packages available and
therefore organisations can plan it into their
business schedules. In addition there are
additional benefits such as reduced energy
bills, improved efficiency and reduced carbon
emissions which can help to offset the cost.” He
adds that in many cases it is possible to remove
the indoor and outdoor units but retain all of
the copper piping that runs throughout the
building – essentially ‘bolting on’ new indoor
and outdoor units, which can significantly
reduce downtime for businesses, from weeks
to days. “For owners of old AC, the R22 changes
can’t be avoided, but technology and finance
solutions are available to make them more
palatable.”

of the age of the equipment, there will also
be secondary issues that arise which will
increase the cost of any retrofit, he adds.
“FMs who have plant with R22, need
to assess that risk now and decide how
comfortable they are with that and balance
it against the financial investment, and
they need to make those decisions soon”
urges Excell, who
says Bilfinger has
been busy with
retrofitting and
upgrading R22
Direct Replacements (sometimes known as ‘Drop Ins’)
plant.
These are largely blends of various HFCs with small quantities of other gases added, such
Time is of the
as Isobutane, to improve oil carry around the systems. None of the individual HFCs offers a
essence, agrees
panacea solution to the removal of R22, and each has its benefits and drawbacks. They are
Cowling. “Huge
expensive and stocks are only available from a restricted supply chain. They have a varied
control plants
result and systems can be unpredictable. We have seen situations where one system works
well and another neighbouring and seemingly identical system simply doesn’t.
are not ‘off the
shelf’ items, and
Pure HFCs
may take months
Pure HFCs such as R407C and R134a have a significant technical hurdle to cope with
to procure. And
as they are incompatible with the traditional oil grades used by most R22 systems.
while small
Therefore their use can only really be considered when a full system upgrade is being
individual units
considered. R407C offers a close operating characteristic to the R22. It works well with
can be replaced in
screw compressor chillers, and is good for full upgrade where the gas retrofit aspect is only
a relatively short
a part of a chiller re-vamp. However, it is not suitable for use with reciprocating machinery
period of time,
due to issues with oils and lubrication. R134a has similar technical limitations to R407C,
if they are being
and is far less energetic, so expect a significant loss of duty. For straight R22 retrofit, R134a
is a complete non-starter. R134a has merit for use as a conversion refrigerant where screw
used to cool data
compressors are being applied in conjunction with inverter drives, whereby much of the
machine room
lost capacity can be re-achieved by over-speeding the compressor.
environments,

ALTERNATIVES TO R22

then it will be
necessary to hire in

Trevor Dann, technical and sales director, ThermaCom
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MOORFIELDS EYE HOSPITAL UPGRADES
WITH FIRE-CRYER VOICE SOUNDERS

SCHOOL PUPILS GET DIGGING WITH NOVUS
Pupils at Ferncumbe Primary School in Hatton took part in hands-on
learning when they visited a site where construction specialists Novus
Property Solutions are building an extension. The youngsters helped to dig
on the site, learned how to lay bricks, and how to use spirit levels to engage
them with the work of the construction industry in their surroundings.
Novus has been enlisted to build the extension at the school in work to a
value of £200,000 and will be on site for 17 weeks. Ian Hodgkiss, contracts
manager at Novus, said: “It was great to have the children on site, they all
took an interest in what we are doing at their school and were engaged
in the construction work being carried out. “If the site visit has inspired
just one youngster to think more about how they could get involved in
construction in the future then it will have been a great success.”
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London’s
famous
Moorfields
Eye Hospital
has turned to
voice sounder
specialist
Vimpex Ltd for a
major upgrade
to their fire
alarm system.
In the ﬁrst phase
of the project,
Moorﬁelds has
replaced ﬁre
alarm bells
with 250 multi-message Fire-Cryer Plus voice sounders. When the project is
complete, the hospital will have over 500 Fire-Cryers ﬁtted.
Since staﬀ and occupants are familiar with the traditional bell tone, the
Fire-Cryers have been programmed so that a realistic bell tone precedes the
evacuation and alarm messages. The system has been conﬁgured into 48
zones to allow phased evacuation of the building in the event of a ﬁre. This also
reduces the disruption to patients and staﬀ in the event of a false alarm or an
incident that can quickly be resolved. Each voice sounder can be programmed
with up to 7 messages from a library of thousands, many of which are multilingual, ensuring that any site requirement can be fulﬁlled.

 www.novussolutions.co.uk

 www.vimpex.co.uk

 01782 598000

 01702 216999

ANGLIAN ARCHIVES OFFER
3 MONTHS FREE STORAGE

LANES GROUP WINS WORK TO ALLEVIATE FLOOD
RISKS IN MAJOR NORTHERN TOWN

Come to us if you need secure
oﬀ-site storage for conﬁdential
ﬁles, records and other sensitive
commercial documents, including
electronic media. File and
document scanning up to large
format provided in pdf and tif
format supplied on CD/DVD, a
back-up tape/disk rotation service
and a fully conﬁdential certiﬁed
shredding service. Our service will
be of beneﬁt to those working
in ﬁnance, insurance, legal
services, architects and surveying,
construction, engineering,
local government and public
services, education, training and
recruitment – and many more!
Why not try our fast response
delivery and collection service?
Think of us as an internal
department within your business, in that we collaborate closely with you to
provide a totally integrated service tailor-made to ﬁt your data maintenance
requirements. With archive storage facilities in Northampton and Norwich we
can cover the central belt of England and surrounding counties. We exist to
support your business so please contact us for a quote.

Bolton Council has called in Lanes
to carry out CCTV drainage surveys of
culverts, followed by cleaning works,
as part of the strategic management of
ﬂood risks in the town.
Bolton Council’s cabinet member
for environment, councillor Nick Peel,
said: “The introduction of the Flood
and Water Management Act 2010 has
enabled the council to successfully
bid for money to fund the work we are
undertaking to help mitigate ﬂood risk
across the borough.”
The project is being delivered in
two phases. Early in 2013, Lanes were
commissioned to carry out CCTV
drainage surveys of approximately
2,800m of culverted watercourse in 21
locations across the borough. Lanes
teams, based at the Lanes North West
England depot in Eccles, Greater
Manchester, are now carrying out
phase 2 of the scheme, which involves
cleaning several sections of culvert in
16 locations. The survey also identiﬁed a small number of other sites where
more extensive remedial works will be required.

www.anglianarchives.co.uk

 info@anglianarchives.co.uk

 www.lanesfordrains.co.uk

 01604 670964

 01603 766404

 0161 788 2266
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UNION INDUSTRIES WELCOMES NEW ADDITION TO ITS
HIGH SPEED DOOR FAMILY
Union Industries has expanded its range of
industrial fast acting doors with the development
of a lightweight internal door for ambient and
chilled environments – the Picadoor. Although
Union is continually upgrading its existing
range of robust internal and external doors by
incorporating the latest technological advances,
this is the ﬁrst brand new door launched by Union
since its Eiger freezer door over a decade ago.
The introduction of the Picadoor High Speed
Door comes after consultation with several
existing customers who required a lighter, smaller
internal door for use by pedestrians, conveyors,
pallet trucks, and trolleys. Over the last 18
months numerous development models and
conﬁgurations have been tested at Union’s Leeds
facility. This is to ensure that the door satisﬁes the
requirement of customers in the most eﬀective
and eﬀicient way possible.
To help oversee the development of this
new door, Union tapped into the engineering
knowledge of Mark Throp, Union’s newly
appointed engineering manager. It was suggested
by Mark, after carrying out research, that the best
way to create a suitable door was to utilise high
grade aluminium rather than the heavyweight
steel used in the other rapid action doors in

 www.unionindustries.co.uk

Union’s range.
Union Industries designs
each of its doors individually
to suit its client’s needs, the
Picadoor is no diﬀerent, with
various conﬁgurations to suit the
customer’s requirements, including
several diﬀerent colour options
for the aluminium frame and
door blades.
The new Picadoor has a
maximum opening size of 2.0m
wide x 2.5m high, making it
ideal for the majority of internal
applications. It also has a variable
fast opening speed due to the
inclusion of an inverter inside the
control panel. The open speed is
pre-set at approximately 1.5m per
second, with automatic close after
an appropriate dwell time which
can be set up to suit the individual
application requirements.
The door features a ‘pencil
beam’ photocell as standard
along with a lightweight bottom
beam safety edge, and also has a
manual override opening facility
ensuring optimum safety for
pedestrian users. As would
be expected, various safety
additions are also available
for the Picadoor as optional extras.
Additionally, Picadoors are CE compliant
with the new harmonised European
Standard (BS EN 13241–1:2003 + A1:2011).
Unlike other doors in Union’s range,
the Picadoor comes with the oﬀer to
train customers’ own engineers or their
preferred local contractors on how to
install the door, allowing engineers to
become ‘Union Approved Installers,’
enabling future purchases to be made on
a ‘supply only’ basis, making the purchase
& installation more time and cost eﬀective.
A prerequisite of the training is that Union
must have proof that the customers’
technicians are adequately
qualiﬁed as electrical and
mechanical engineers to ensure
that the Picadoor is installed
correctly, safely, and to the highest
possible standards.
Alan Hirst, sales director of
Union Industries said: “The
Picadoor has now ﬁlled a gap
in the market for a lightweight
rapid roll door that is perfect for
pedestrians and light vehicles.

“Although the door is not made from heavyweight
steel, this doesn’t take anything away from its
durability and eﬀectiveness. Its unique design
and manufacture ensures its durability and
eﬀectiveness in the right applications, but the
main selling point of this new door is that it’s a
‘Union Industries door’! “Our doors remain at the
forefront of the industry through quality of design,
materials and components used, and also the
manufacturing processes we utilise, all of which
have given our doors excellent life spans. “On top
of that, our innovations remain at the cutting edge
of the market and mean the ‘through-life-costs’ of
our doors are far less than the alternatives that
are available.”

 enquiries@unionindustries.co.uk

 0113 2 44 83 93
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VOLEOPRO – THE NEW VERSATILE, COMPACT
CLEANING TROLLEY
Vileda Professional, the cleaning professional’s top choice for effective
cleaning solutions, is pleased to announce the launch of its new VoleoPro
cleaning trolley – designed to
be a compact workstation for
use with a range of Vileda’s
cleaning systems. Karen
Barker, Marketing Manager
at Vileda Professional
comments; “This is the latest
generation of our Voleo
trolley family, which is now
even more compact with
a footprint of only 0.5m²,
making it ideal for sites that
require a cleaning trolley but
where space is tight.”
What makes the VoleoPro
trolley really stand out are
three design patents, which
cover its unique V-shaped
pillar structure making it
slimline and robust; the
multifunctional bridge for extra storage; and the foldaway bin lid with
cleaning plan holder, which neatly tucks away within the footprint of the
trolley. The entire trolley can be assembled quickly and simply in under ﬁve
minutes without the need for any tools or ﬁxings.

UK-based Crescent Lighting has launched a range of Energy Focus LED
retroﬁt tubes which are robustly designed and oﬀer industry leading light
quality of up to 130 lm/W.
They are ideally suited
for many commercial
lighting, re-lamping and
energy performance
applications including
warehouses, factories,
education, healthcare,
oﬀices, car parks, stations
and depots.
The range sets the
standard for quality
and price performance
combining industry
leading light quality with signiﬁcant savings on maintenance and energy
costs. The products are direct descendants of the LED tubes developed for
the U.S. Navy by parent company Energy Focus Inc.
Their main features are: LED retroﬁts for T8 and T12 ﬂuorescents,
industry leading 130 lm/W eﬀicacy, robust design/military pedigree,
compatible with existing ﬁxtures/control systems, 600, 1200, 1500 and
1800mm sizes, 50,000 hours rated lamp life, fast paybacks, rotating and
locking end caps, industry certiﬁed including CE, ROHS, and a 5 year
warranty. On show at Ecobuild, London 4-6 March, Stand S449.

 www.vileda-professional.com/en-GB

 www.crescent.co.uk

 01706 759597

 01635 878888

RAYCHEM HEATING SOLUTION SPECIFIED
FOR ONE OF THE MOST ENERGY EFFICIENT
BUILDINGS IN CANARY WHARF

KNIGHTSBRIDGE FURNITURE COMES DOWN
YOUR WAY! CUSTOMERS ARE INVITED TO BOOK
THEIR OWN PRIVATE SHOW

Pentair Thermal Management has provided its Raychem HWAT solution
to jointing technologies for the
DHWS system at 25 Churchill Place,
Canary Wharf. The 23 storey oﬀice
tower Canary Wharf Contractors
Limited has constructed for the
EMA (European Medicines Agency’s)
is designed to be one of the most
energy eﬀicient buildings in Canary
Wharf and the Raychem system
was chosen for its reliability, space
saving beneﬁts and to ensure the
provision of instant hot water.
Other HWAT solution comprises:
HWAT-R self-regulating heating
cables and HWAT-Eco controllers
for the HWS services on each ﬂoor,
as well as RayClic interconnection
components and other accessories from the same manufacturer. In addition
to the DHWS, an extensive pipe frost protection system has been installed
as well as a heating solution for the grease drains from the kitchens .
A variety of M&E contractors were involved in the project including;
Skanska, Sherlock Interiors, MJ Lonsdale and Hilson Moran (London) for the
design engineering.

Contract furnishings specialist Knightsbridge Furniture is out on the road,
thanks to the company’s smart new mobile showroom, which was unveiled
in time for the New Year.
“Although selecting high performance contract furniture is still very
much a hands-on experience, we recognise that not everyone has the time
to come to the showroom at our Bradford headquarters,” explains MD Alan
Towns. “So we’re taking the showroom out to our customers, starting in
early 2014!”
Intended to present Knightsbridge collections of contract seating and
occasional furniture in the most client-convenient manner possible, the
Mercedes-Benz truck can display up to 20 items of furniture in its cavernous
50ft trailer, with models selected for each visit according to customer
requirements. Behind the wheel is experienced HGV driver Chris Mann,
who promises to
manoeuvre the
vehicle into even
the tightest car
parks to enable
new and existing
customers to
explore the
company’s latest
collections ‘in
the ﬂesh’.

 www.pentairthermal.com

 www.knightsbridge-furniture.co.uk

 0800 969013
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 SalesUK@tycothermal.com

 sales@crescent.co.uk

 enquiries@knightsbridge-furniture.co.uk

 01274 731900
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GOPAK ENVIRO IS THE NATURAL CHOICE FOR
FACILITIES MANAGERS
Facilities managers know the importance of sourcing the best solution for
their premises, and when it comes down to choosing furniture, quality and
life expectancy has to be top of the list. For tables and seating that will deliver
comfort, style and most importantly long term performance – they need look
no further than the Enviro range of eco-friendly furniture from Gopak, including
dining tables,
coﬀee tables and
benches.
Built around a
100% recyclable
aluminium frame,
with eight top
colours, six edge
colours and three
frame colours to
choose from, it
can be adapted
to match virtually
every interior – or
exterior. Enviro
outdoor furniture
is strong and versatile as well as completely maintenance free and
weather proof.
Manufactured in the UK, the tables are also 40% lighter than their rivals,
and the complete Enviro range of tables and benches – delivered entirely ﬂat
packed – can quickly and easily be assembled with just an Allen key.
 www.gopak.co.uk

 gopakinfo@gopak.co.uk

PORTAKABIN DELIVERS COMPLEX
INTERIM HEALTH PROJECT TWO WEEKS
AHEAD OF PROGRAMME
The new Surgical Clinical Decisions Unit (SCDU) was delivered in just six
weeks – two weeks
ahead of programme
– to reduce the
pressure on the
A & E department at
Worcestershire Royal
Hospital. Reducing
waiting times for
treatment is one
of the most urgent
priorities for NHS
trusts, particularly for
emergency care.
It provides 24
beds in two wards and ancillary facilities including dirty and clean utilities,
nurses’ base, consulting rooms and two en-suite isolation rooms. The interim
building will remain in use for around ﬁve years. The principal contractor for
the scheme is Lend Lease Project Management and Construction.
Portakabin provides ready-to-use and fully equipped buildings, constructed
to the latest healthcare standards, for interim use which can be delivered very
quickly, sometimes in just days, enabling hospitals to meet waiting list and
response time targets and to manage demand for bed spaces during peak
periods, and while longer-term plans for expansion are progressed.
 www.portanews.co.uk

 0845 401 0010

 01303 265751

 information@portakabin.co.uk

COFELY, A GDF SUEZ COMPANY, AWARDED
CARBON ENERGY FUND FRAMEWORK CONTRACT
AT RAMPTON HOSPITAL

EMERGENCY TELEPHONE’S EASE OF
PROGRAMMING A WINNER AT INTERLIFT

Cofely, a GDF SUEZ company, has been awarded a Carbon Energy Fund
framework contract by Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Trust to construct,
operate and maintain
a new energy centre at
Rampton Hospital in
Nottinghamshire. Under
the contract, due for
completion by the end of
2014, Cofely will guarantee
speciﬁed carbon and
energy savings, delivering
projected ﬁnancial savings
of around £112,000 per
annum for the trust.
The new plant will meet
all of the hospital’s heating and hot water requirements and approximately
87% of the total electricity demand, reducing CO2 emissions by around 8,000
tonnes per annum. The project will also include replacement of the hospital’s
eﬀluent treatment plant with a modern, automated system that will meet both
current environmental standards and future expansion of the site.
Cofely energy services director Paul Rawson commented:
“The new energy centre will provide Rampton with a more eﬀicient, reliable
and responsive energy infrastructure that will deliver guaranteed savings
with a fast return on investment.”
 www.cofely.co.uk
 headoffice@cofelygdfsuez. com

 020 8221 6530

Leading provider of lift safety and communication systems, Avire, ran
a competition around its Memcom emergency telephone system at this
year’s Interlift exhibition. They challenged visitors to their stand to prove
how quickly they could program the latest incarnation of Memcom. Sascha
Hartmann, from Mayland Aufzüge, won a new Apple iPad after programming
Memcom to complete an alarm call in just one minute 21 seconds.
It is the ﬁrst emergency telephone on the market that can be
programmed without codes or a programming tool. Thanks to a new
interface that relies
on a tick-box system
and drop-down
menus rather
than code-based
preﬁxes and suﬀixes,
programming the unit
is a simpler and more
intuitive process.
Research during
development showed
that the most
common cause of
emergency phone
returns was incorrect
unit programming, rather than actual hardware faults. The backlit LCD
display decreases this likelihood as engineers can clearly see what they are
programming into the unit, even in a dark lift shaft.
 www.avire-global.com

 +44 (0)1628 540161

 faye.wilson@avire-global.com
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ST ALBANS SCHOOL GROUNDSMAN WINS
IOG AWARD
The grounds-care team at St. Albans School has won the Institute of
Groundsmanship (IOG) School, College or University Sports Club Grounds
Team of the Year
Award. It was
presented by IOG
Chief Executive,
Geoﬀ Webb,
in front of an
audience of 350
leading groundscare experts.
The team
produces ﬁrstclass playing
surfaces on the
site which holds
rugby, cricket,
football, athletics and cross country ﬁxtures seven days a week, not only for
the school but also a number of local sports associations. It is also used as a
training centre for the Saracens rugby team. In addition to the grass pitches,
there are artiﬁcial surfaces for tennis, hockey and athletics.
Gary Douglas, estates manager at the school says that the award
highlights the importance that the school attaches to sport and physical
well-being: “Visitors frequently comment on the quality of St. Albans’
sporting facilities and this is in no small way down to the commitment, hard
work and expertise of our grounds-care team.”

Lanes Group has launched a series of internal newsletters called ‘Shout
About Safety’ as part of its strategy to support a strong safety culture across
the company. Each is published once a quarter in a rolling programme, so a
newsletter is
distributed
within the group
every month,
providing
advice, news,
success stories
and seasonal
safety warnings.
The
publications
are targeted at
staﬀ in all three
key business
areas – utilities,
rail and general
drainage services. Key industry sectors these Lanes teams operate in include
construction, facilities management, energy, water and highways.
‘Shout About Safety’ newsletters are emailed to all staﬀ members and have
been designed to be readable on mobile devices, with hard copies available
in all depots. Each newsletter includes new safety developments, health and
safety performance ﬁgures, personal success stories and training opportunities.
Lanes won this year’s Construction News Award for Health and Safety
and is a ﬁnalist in the Construction News Specialists Award for Health and
Safety Excellence.

 www.st-albans.herts.sch.uk

 www.lanesfordrains.co.uk

 01727 855521

 sales@lanesgroup.co.uk

VICTORIA JUNIOR SCHOOL NOW SAFE
WITH ADT’S FIRE ALARM

NEW VALET SINGLE MOTOR UPRIGHT
COMMERCIAL VACUUM CLEANER OFFERS
EXCELLENT MANOEUVRABILITY

ADT Fire & Security has upgraded the fire detection cover at Victoria Junior
School, in Feltham, Middlesex, from an analogue to digital addressable system
with its advanced
MZX Technology
solution. This
advanced digital
system provides
smoke and heat
detectors and
sounder and
sounder/beacon
detector bases.
They had
been invited,
along with two
other companies,
to present
the most appropriate ﬁre detection and protection proposal for the school.
Victoria Junior awarded the contract to ADT because its MZX addressable ﬁre
alarm oﬀered the best value solution. The MZX ﬁeld detectors typically have
a minimum service life of 20 years before needing to be changed, twice the
industry average, which oﬀers a superb cost of ownership footprint.
Gavin Winters, head teacher, said: “The ADT account manager explained
the system very well and provided the most complete information and design
solution. He made better recommendations compared to the other two
companies which we took on board. I would deﬁnitely recommend ADT.”
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LANES GROUP SHOUTS ABOUT SAFETY

Truvox International Ltd has expanded its renowned Valet vacuum range
with the launch of the Valet Single Motor Upright. This new model is perfect
for healthcare, educational and oﬀice facilities, incorporating excellent
manoeuvrability for hard to reach areas. Features include: Three-stage
ﬁltration, including HEPA 10 ﬁlter; self-adjusting brush head instantly
adjusts to the carpet pile height; detachable aluminium cleaning wand;
on-board crevice and dusting brush; 1200 watt motor; 30cm cleaning path;
6000 rpm brush speed; commercial strength metal brush roll which
allows up to the edge vacuuming;
and robust restraint to prevent
the cable from pulling out of the
machine or breaking.
Stephen Pinhorne, UK ﬁeld sales
manager for Truvox International,
said: “The Valet Single Motor
Upright is a truly versatile vacuum.
The new robust looking machine
can be used in three diﬀerent
positions – upright when using
the accessories, in the standard
working position when vacuuming
conventionally, and low when
cleaning under furniture such as
beds or desks.”

 www.adt.co.uk

 www.truvox.com

 0800 7812 999

 sales@truvox.com
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SNAP-ON INDUSTRIAL (UK) LAUNCHES
BESPOKE E-LEARNING COURSE TO
IMPROVE SAFETY WHILE WORKING
WITH TOOLS AT HEIGHT
Snap-on Industrial (UK), the tooling and workshop solutions specialist has
launched a bespoke e-Learning course to drive awareness of the dangers of
working with tools at height.
The e-Learning programme enables learners to understand working
at height, correct use of Snap-on Industrial’s Tools@Height system and
understand the beneﬁts for
adopting sound safety practices.
The Tools@Height system
delivers ﬂexible but reliable
tool control and security,
with storage solutions in the
workshop, transportation to
the worksite and a certiﬁed tool
retention system.
An e-learning platform
provides a range of beneﬁts
including the ability to ﬁt the
programme around existing work commitments, reduced training costs and
consistency of training. The course can be delivered anywhere, even with
poor internet access. If no internet access is available, training can still be
delivered with a portable Learner Management System.
To ﬁnd out more about the e-Learning programme and access the online
demonstration contact Snap-on Industrial (UK), details below.
 www.snapon.com/industrialuk


01536 413904
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YORKON DELIVERS 99.7% OF PROJECTS ON
TIME AND ON BUDGET AND LAUNCHES NEW
CUSTOMER CHARTER
Research carried out
by Yorkon, a member
of the Portakabin
Group, shows that
it is performing
well ahead of the
construction industry,
having consistently
delivered 99.7 per cent
of building projects on
time and on budget
over the last decade.
This performance
is in stark contrast to the 2012 ﬁgures released by Constructing Excellence,
which revealed the industry’s worst performance for 12 years. Just 34 per
cent of projects were delivered on time and 61 per cent on cost, a decline
since 2011.
As part of its commitment to delivery on time and on budget, Yorkon
has launched a ground-breaking Customer Charter, stating that if they
fail to meet the agreed deadline, one per cent of the contract value will be
refunded for every week a project is delayed.
Commenting on the launch, Simon Ambler, director at Yorkon, said, “We
believe the new charter sets a clear benchmark for the industry, as well as
demonstrating our commitment to customer service excellence.”
 www.yorkon.info

 01904 610990

 info@yorkon.com

PICK UP THE KATRIN EASY PICK,
WHEREVER YOU WORK….

PHS GROUP PLC CELEBRATES STAR EMPLOYEES
WITH AWARDS

Metsä Tissue is pleased
to announce Katrin
Easy Picks – the next
generation of selfcontained hand towels
that provide instant
access to clean, hygienic
hand towels, wherever
you are. Easy Picks are
a compact, lightweight
and easy to carry hand
towel solution – for
use by any mobile
workforce.
The plastic sleeves
protect the products
from moisture, grease and dirt wherever they are used, and the built
in dispenser is easy to open and delivers hand towels, that are hypoallergenically tested and so kind to hands, one at a time, ensuring that
Katrin Hand Towels are always At Hand.
Mobile food outlets, paramedics, other medical staﬀ on call, care workers
who visit patients at home, people working in conﬁned spaces or very wet
environments, dentists, vets, patient rooms, customer waiting areas, school
receptions, public transport, private transport, leisure environments…….
Easy Picks are ideal for use anywhere hand towels are needed, but people
are not necessarily near a dispenser.

Last month, PHS Group plc, one of the leading workplace services
providers, held its ﬁrst Annual Sales Achiever Awards Gala Dinner at the ﬁve-star
Landmark Hotel
in London, to
recognise the
enthusiasm,
support and
dedication of
outstanding
PHS ﬁeld sales,
telesales and
key account
champions. The
winners were
those employees
who exceeded
expectations, whilst promoting the company’s values and goals.
The event, hosted by Gareth Rhys Williams, CEO, PHS Group plc, saw 14
PHS sales professionals recognised for their exceptional contribution to
business growth in amongst a highly competitive and changing marketplace.
Martin Bayﬁeld, former International and British Lion, now turned broadcaster
delivered an entertaining and motivating after dinner speech.
Amongst the winners was Andrew Bugden, Sales Manager for PHS
Washrooms who was awarded the ‘Sales Manager of the Year’ title for
developing his team to achieve sales in excess of targets. Other categories
included ‘Newcomer’ of the year and ‘Top Key Account’ champion.

 www.katrin.com

 www.phs.co.uk

 0845 601 8266

 ruthodonoghue@phs.co.uk

 029 2080 9111
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BAXI PREVIEWS NEW PRODUCTS AT THIS
YEAR’S ECOBUILD (STAND N1930)

TORK KITCHEN CLOTH CLEANS
UP IN FOOD SERVICE

Baxi will be exhibiting its range of commercial and domestic heating and
renewable products at Ecobuild 2014, including some new ranges that are
due to be launched later this year. Visitors to stand N1930 will be able to
learn more about Baxi’s products and how they are designed to make life
easier for heating engineers, speciﬁers and end users.
The company’s portfolio of award-winning and innovative Low Zero
Carbon commercial heating solutions will also be on display. Baxi’s team of
commercial and domestic technical experts will be on hand to assist with
enquiries,
and
information
hubs will
provide
visitors
with useful
literature
guides on
products,
solutions
and
legislation.
Paul Hardy, managing director of Baxi, said: “Ecobuild provides an ideal
platform for us to meet existing and potential customers – and we want to
make it as easy as possible for visitors to access information about our high
eﬀiciency, low carbon commercial and domestic heating solutions.” For
domestic products please visit www.baxi.co.uk

New to the Tork range is a soft and absorbent disposable cloth designed
for all tough food
service tasks such
as scrubbing
surfaces and
cleaning up
greasy spills.
“Tork
Kitchen Cloth
is a remarkable
product because
it is both softer
and more
absorbent than
other disposable
cloths on the
market,” said
SCA Product and Segment Manager Steve Belcher. It is food contact approved
for wiping, and is dispensed from the W4 wall-mounted Tork Performance
dispenser which is available in either a red/smoke or white/turquoise housing.
Tork Kitchen Cloth forms part of a wide range of Tork cloths and wipers for
the professional kitchen. Others include Tork Coloured Long-Lasting Cleaning
Cloths which allow diﬀerent cleaning and wiping tasks to be segregated by
colour in order to avoid the risk of cross-contamination. Available in red, blue,
green and yellow, the cloths will not tear in use and they come in compact
packs that can be conveniently stored or transported.

 www.baxicommercial.co.uk

 www.tork.co.uk

 01582 677400

 Amelia.baker@sca.com

VICTOR’S OPTIMAX RANGE IS BREAKING
NEW GROUND WITH PATENT

ENERGYST EXPANDS NATIONWIDE AS NEW
DEPOT OPENS IN LONDON

Leading British catering equipment manufacturer, Victor Manufacturing,
is leading the market as approval of its energy-saving patent is granted.
The British manufacturer – recently named by the London Stock
Exchange as one of the country’s fastest growing SMEs – ﬁled the
patent which covers the innovative, horizontally opening rear doors,
designed to minimise the loss of chilled air from its Optimax refrigerated
assisted models.
The patent was ‘fast-tracked’ following the award of a Carbon Trust
accreditation for the Optimax SQ (refrigerated square glass unit). It’s the
ﬁrst of its kind to be granted Carbon Trust approval and to be included on
the ECA Energy Technology List.
Peter Brewin, marketing communications manager said: “As a British
manufacturer, we are proud to be leading the market with this new
technology. We have experienced exceptional growth over the past four
years, which we’ve attributed to our focus on energy-eﬀicient, high
quality products.”

Energyst CAT Rental Power has pumped major investment into its UK
operations by launching a ‘one-stop’ shop nationwide.
The leading supplier
can now deliver its total
solution of Caterpillar
power generation
and temperature
control equipment
right across the UK.
Opening a new London
depot has enabled
speedier delivery
and signiﬁcantly
strengthened
Energyst’s UK presence
as it already has depots in Dublin, Birmingham, Aberdeen and Leeds.
Energyst, which has just celebrated its 10th anniversary, believes it’s the
only UK supplier that is now able to oﬀer ‘global service on a local scale’. New
General Manager Owen Ward, says his 43-strong team has the enthusiasm and
drive to ﬁnd the right power solution for their customers. “The ‘can-do’ way we
respond to a call is what makes us diﬀerent. It shows how committed we are
to getting the right outcome. This is the Energyst philosophy. We also have the
power of the Caterpillar
brand behind us so customers
know they can rely on us 24/7,
365 days a year.”

 www.victoronline.co.uk

 www.energyst.co.uk

 marketing@victormanufacturing.co.uk
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Sodexo choose global security director
Sodexo has chosen Simon
Pears as their new global
security director.
Pears has been with
Sodexo since 2007 when
he joined the UK and
Ireland business.
In his new role he
will be responsible
for developing and
coordinating all aspects

of Sodexo’s security
oﬀering. He is a member
of the Security Industry
Authority’s standards and
strategy working group and
represents the International
Security Association on
the Security Regulatory
Alliance in preparation of
the introduction of business
licensing in the UK.

Macro announces
new director of
operations MENA
Nigel Davies has
been announced
as Macro’s new
director of
operations, for the
Middle East and
North Africa region
(MENA). Davies will
be responsible for
Macro’s technical
services business
which provides
mechanical,
electrical and
plumbing (MEP)
services to a wide
range of clients.
At the same time he will develop the company’s facilities
management activities in the region.
Davies has previously worked for GECO Engineering,
Thermo LLC and Mitsubishi Electric and has experience of
contracting, engineering and operations as well as a degree
and MBA in engineering.

BROADGATE ESTATES APPOINTS
NEW PORTFOLIO DIRECTOR
Property and asset management company Broadgate
Estates has appointed Jonathan Lovejoy to the newlycreated post of portfolio director. Lovejoy joins the business
from Capita Real Estate. The announcement follows the
expansion of Broadgate’s London operations.
The ﬁrm will has recently been appointed as property
managers of One Pancras Square, the ﬁrst speculativelybuilt oﬀice building completed at King’s Cross. This is in
addition to other contracts at the former Olympic Village
and Paddington Central.

ISS appoints UK waste
services director
ISS Facilities Services UK has appointed Ian Baxter to the
newly-created post of UK waste services director. Baxter,
who has over 15 years’ experience in the waste industry
sector, will focus on the expansion of ISS UK’s waste
management operations and supporting global projects. He
has previously directed projects for both public and private
sector organizations within the outsourcing industry.

TALENT FM ANNOUNCES NEW APPOINTMENTS
Talent FM has announced two new additions to the team for 2014. Janet Downer joins
the recruitment agency as senior consultant and will head up the international division.
Meanwhile Ayeshia Lavelle comes in to manage the property management division. She will be
responsible for recruiting facilities and property managers for managing agents and brings over
12 years of experience in recruitment.

Mitie appoints new landscaping MD
Tim Howell has been
appointed managing
director of MITIE’s
landscaping business.
Howell will be working to
expand the business from
its pre-existing base of 7,000
client sites.

Having joined MITIE in
2002, Howell launched
the landscaping business
alongside director Larry
Jones and will now oversee
500 team members.
The business, which
is part of MITIE’s

Environmental+
proposition, delivers
grounds maintenance and
landscaping, winter services
and gritting to a range of
companies nationwide,
including Vodafone and
Lloyds Banking Group.

National Energy Foundation
seeks trustees
The National Energy Foundation is looking
for volunteers to join its board of trustees.
Founded in 1988 the charity, based in
Milton Keynes, aims to improve the use of
energy in buildings. Successful applicants
would be expected to attend quarterly
board meetings and support the charity in its activities.
Anyone interested in applying can contact chief executive
Kerry Mashford for an initial discussion at
 Kerry.mashford@nef.org.uk
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Zero hours contracts – whereby
an employee is not guaranteed
any hours of work but is on
call for the employer – are
increasingly popular within
the FM sector where labour
demands ﬂuctuate. Around a
million people are employed on the
controversial contracts which have
been criticised by the press, unions and
campaigners as being exploitative. Are
zero hours contracts an essential component
of the FM sector, and of beneﬁt to employee or
employer alike? Or are they unfair and should their use be
reduced to improve the sector’s reputation and corporate
responsibility credentials?

business continues to evolve, the
basic principles of supply and
demand remain constant. 

THE SERVICE
PROVIDER’S VIEW

CJ HOWDEN,
GROUP HR DIRECTOR,
SERVEST GROUP

Zero hours contracts can be enormously
helpful to employers and employees alike, if
managed properly. FM service providers are focused on
keeping clients happy by delivering a high-quality, consistent
service. To do this, they have to have a ﬂexible workforce to
cover seasonal variations, one-oﬀ events, holidays and other

In the ﬁrst of a regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE COMMUNICATIONS
EXPERT 'S VIEW

ADAM WURF,
COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR , ISS
From the way that campaigners have
portrayed zero hour contracts, it is
understandable that people are only
aware of the negatives. Humans can
generally deal very well with all manner
Adam Wurf
of situations, but we tend to struggle with
uncertainty, and this style of contract
implies uncertainty. However, the reality
is often very diﬀerent.
FM is a business enabler, so we have to ﬂex to meet the needs
of the organisations we support. The last ﬁve years has seen
organisational agility tested like never before and this type of
contract can help.
However, the reality is always more complex. Some employees
want ﬂexibility to support other areas of their lives and this
contract style allows that. But the majority of zero hours
employees want regular hours and business fundamentals mean
they get them.
Facilities users now expect consumer levels of service in
the workplace. Security guards are selected and trained to be
helpful. Caterers know that food tastes better when served with
a smile. This requires signiﬁcant investment in training and
development.
So while zero hours contracts sound like they favour the
employer, the simple truth is that if the employer does not
provide enough work, and the right kind of work, the employee
can withdraw their labour and allocate it elsewhere. That is to
say, badly paid or treated people will ﬁnd another job.
It is simply ineﬀicient to not look after employees. While
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eventualities.
Often temporary staﬀ do not
want permanent contracts.
Some are students looking
for extra income to see them
through the festive or summer
season. Others, such as carers,
prefer to have the ﬂexibility to
turn down work when they are
needed elsewhere.
Problems emerge when
CJ Howden
zero hours contracts are badly
managed or abused by an
employer. For example, it’s not
fair for an employer to put staﬀ on zerohours contracts and
expect them to accept a request for work at the last minute;
or to give them minimum hours of work and refuse them
permission to accept work from competitors. Nor is it fair to
give someone a ﬁxed number of hours over a prolonged period
then suddenly announce, without advance notice, that there
are no hours available in the week.
Employers need to make a continued commitment to their
employees. If they don’t, they can’t expect their employees to
show any sense of job satisfaction or to be committed to their
work or to the organisation. It’s about give and take, not take
and take.
If a person on a zerohours contract is eﬀectively doing the
work of a person on a full time contract of employment, they
should have the same or similar full employment rights. 

Do you have a question that you’d like answered
by the FMJ Career Clinic? Email:
cathy@kpmmedia.co.uk with your query
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THE END-USERS’ VIEW

THE RECRUITER'S VIEW

GUY STALLARD,
CHAIRMAN, FMA USER GROUP

Guy

It is possible, in certain circumstances, for
zero hours contracts to be of beneﬁt to both
employer and employee. FM organisations
should use zero hour contracts on an ad hoc
basis, when say additional hospitality or
cleaning labour is required for instance large
Stallard
hospitality events or when a conference or
seminar is being hosted for external clients.
In such instances at KPMG opportunities are advertised and
paid at the Living Wage rate. Paying the Living Wage makes this
work attractive to individuals who provide the quality of service
and motivation KPMG expects. For some, responsibly run and
properly paid zero hours contracts are empowering as they allow
them to only accept work when the timing suits.
The concerns with zero hours contracts arise when
they are proxies for permanent contracts and
are perceived as being used to circumvent
employment rights. In the FM industry we
have full-time and part-time roles, and ad
hoc work. Zero hours contracts should not
be used to avoid distinguishing between
these three very diﬀerent groups. In my
view zero hours contracts should not be
used for permanent roles just because
the hours required ﬂuctuate week-toweek. If a company needs an employee
for 25 hours a week with the potential
for 10-15 additional hours on an ad hoc
basis, the employee should be on a 25 hour
working week contract, with arrangements
in place for potential overtime hours. There are
potential scenarios where employees with carer or
childcare responsibilities may be attracted by the ﬂexibility
of zero hour arrangements but they key point is the employee
must have genuine freedom to decide when they work.
Zero hours contracts have the potential to threaten the sector’s
reputation if the general public perceives ﬂexibility has turned
into exploitation. I would recommend companies only use these
contracts when it is for genuine ad hoc work. 

PETER FORSHAW,
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
MAXWELL STEPHENS RECRUITMENT
Zero hours contracts can be an
intelligent response to the changing
needs of a business. The employer is
able to ﬂex the budget and staﬀing
levels, enabling a quick response
Peter Forshaw
to changes in demand. With a
dependable, additional workforce
where needed, business opportunities
can be exploited.There are, however, signiﬁcant business
challenges with zero hours contracts and these need to be
carefully managed,
The use of zero hours contracts and their negative impact has
been heavily published. Negative PR, particularly if shareholders
or investors have been kept in the dark will hurt the
reputation of business. Permanent staﬀ may feel
threatened or undermined and unions won’t
support a two-tier workforce.
I believe in certain situations they have
been wrongly evaluated. I can see the
positive experience of the majority being
overlooked. It is possible to ﬁt the zero
hours contracts job around existing
commitments giving an income and an
ideal work / life balance. It could also
be a way to gain valuable experience
with an employer that could lead to
permanent work. Lastly, if things aren't
working out, or situations change, it is easier
to walk away.
There are of course downsides as well. Zero
hours employers may not be as ﬂexible compared
with their permanent staﬀ - for example, when extra work
is available. Perhaps most signiﬁcantly, the lack of job security
or guaranteed work that goes hand-in-hand with zero hours
contracts may make budgeting and planning for the future
extremely diﬀicult.
Both parties need to weigh up the pros and cons carefully
before deciding if zero hours contracts are right for them. 

Both parties need to
weigh up the pros and cons
carefully before deciding if
zero hours contracts are
right for them.
– Peter Forshaw
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An Unusual Path To Romance
NEW WAYS TO FIND TRUE (JOB) LOVE

Are things between you starting to feel
a bit stale? Is the connection just not
igniting the same excitement it did in the
beginning? You’re not alone. In a recent
survey by Jobs In Property, 2 out of 5
people admitted being unhappy with
their current job. Do you identify with
those two people more than you’d like?
Never fear: we’ve got the inside story on
how to use your talents to become one
of the (happier) three.

but there’s more to a company than
a name and a carefully designed list
of accomplishments – remember,
companies are looking to attract clients,
not job seekers with their sites. Use
resources like Google or LinkedIn to
look for clues into the company culture,
the work environment and employee
satisfaction. Knowing the company is
the right ﬁt before you head in for that
interview means less chance of ending
up dissatisﬁed later.

DO SOME (NOT SO) CREEPY
INTERNET STALKING

GO BEYOND THE BASICS

Maybe you’re not the kind of person
to run a background check on your
prospective romantic partner, but
when it comes to companies, don’t skip
out on doing your research. A quick
look through the corporate website
might get you through an interview,

Aristotle declared, “Where the needs of
the world and your talents cross, there
lies your vocation.” Simply put, there’s
more to compatibility than your need
for a new job and a company’s need
for a new employee; when it comes
to employers, their values and ethics

A leading
provider of BIFM
qualifications

matter, too. From the top management
on down, these form the foundation
of company culture and a clash here
could indicate a problem later. Find
a company with values and ethics
you agree with, and you increase your
chances of a workplace ﬁlled with likeminded colleagues. You’ll have an easier
time heading to work in the morning if
you know you can stand behind your
employer with conﬁdence.

YOUR NEEDS MATTER, TOO
A good relationship needs to be more
than a one-sided exercise. Believe it or
not, a job should be more than a place
you go to get paid; a new position can
provide untold opportunities for selfimprovement – an attractive incentive
for potential employees. Research
what kinds of training initiatives your
prospective company match oﬀers
their employees, and see how you
can use your role to broaden your

skills. Companies oﬀering mentorships,
training, and education are making an
investment in their employees, a sign
that you’ll be more than just a cog in
the wheel. Bonus: asking during your
interview shows your ambition and
commitment.
For most of us, work ﬁlls enough time
to be considered a second home, so
making sure that home is comfortable
and welcoming leads to increased
productivity and overall satisfaction.
While there may not be a one-size-ﬁtsall formula for discovering your dream
career, taking preliminary
steps to ﬁnd an ideal
employer certainly
increases your
chances for
success and a
happy future.
And, of
course, there’s
always workplace
romance to
consider!

Discover new opportunities
through FM qualifications

Expert trainers
and tutor support
Network with a
wide range of FMs

Chart a
full career
pathway

PLUS
First-class tuition via the
BIFM Training programme
Learning that is immediately
transferable to the workplace
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CAREER LADDER

Name: Jayne Heason
Current role: regional facilities
manager
Born: North London
Lives: Warwickshire
Qualiﬁcations: BIFM Part 1,
NEBOSH General Certiﬁcate, BA
Hons in Facilities Management 2:1

? What was your ﬁrst ever job?
I worked for a travel agent and travelled
around the UK viewing hotels and
guest houses.
? When did you ﬁrst hear the term
‘facilities management’? And what
did you think it meant then?

In 2000 when I worked as a personal
assistant to the managing director of
a food ﬂavouring giant, I read about it
in a FM magazine I realised that I was
actually doing part of the job of an FM.
? What made you choose FM as a
career?

FM chose me. I began working as an
oﬀice manager and began to learn,
by teaching myself, what FM was all
about. I read FM magazines to get an
idea of what I needed to be a FM and
set about gaining the knowledge and
qualiﬁcations. Just from reading the
magazines, I could see how exciting FM
was, and wanted to be part of that. So I
went on a journey of discovery.
? What was you ﬁrst job in the
FM sector?
I was an assistant FM for Bilﬁnger
Facility Services, then known as
Rollright Facilities. I took on a large
multi-tenanted site and was thrown
into the deep end. I swam very hard
and thanks to a lot of commitment and
hard work I managed to keep my head
above water.
? Do you have any qualiﬁcations
or training in FM? And how have you
beneﬁted from them?
I decided early on that I needed to learn
everything I could about FM. I started
with my BIFM Part 1 Qualiﬁcation and
NEBOSH General certiﬁcate. I then went
on to do a degree in FM and now have a
BA Hons in FM through Sheﬀield Hallam

University. I am exceptionally proud of
my achievement to date and am not
stopping there. These are invaluable
in giving me a good, solid grounding in
FM to show clients and my employers
that I am serious about my career and
I know what I am talking about. They
have also increased my capacity to think
strategically and to understand client
requirements to a deeper level.
? How did you progress through
the profession to your current role?
(listing key roles and achievements)

I’ve worked my way up from oﬀice
manager to a regional facilities
manager, responsible for 12 sites.
My key achievements have been
gaining my degree over four years
while delivering a large TFM contract,
growing the TFM contract and
managing huge change through the
client business to deliver 20 per cent
in cost savings, all while motivating
and mentoring two female assistants
to grow their conﬁdence to be able to
progress in their own careers.
? What was your worst ever
interview?

I was interviewed once by a guy who
sat slouched in his chair and said
to me, “Come on then, tell us what
you can do.” He kept saying that he
would send me a curve ball question
that would throw me. I have to say I
outwitted him as I corrected him on
one statement. I didn’t get the job,
thank goodness. I wouldn’t have
wanted to work for someone like that
anyway.

Facilities management is known to be a career that
people fall into from other sectors. In this regular
column, FMJ chats to a facilities professional about
how they got into the sector and takes a look at
their career path. This month we talk to Jayne
Heason, regional facilities manager at Bilﬁnger
HSG Facility Management

? Have you held any voluntary
roles within the FM sector, and how
have they helped your career?

Not yet. In the future I hope to be a
mentor through Women in FM (WiFM).
? What is your greatest
contribution to the FM sector, or
your current role?

My degree on top of over nine
years’ experience in FM has given
me a solid base to do more than
run a contract. I am able to look at
property strategies, maintenance
strategies, generational diversity in the
workplace, sustainability, corporate
social responsibility and I can go into
any company and make a positive
diﬀerence.
? What’s changed most since you
started in FM?

There are more women in the industry,
a trend I hope will continue.
? If you could do one thing
diﬀerently in your career in FM,
what would it be?

I would like to have joined FM earlier in
my career.
? What would make the biggest
diﬀerence to the FM sector? And how
can that be achieved?

? What was the best job that you
never got?

Recruiting more women to the
industry would make a diﬀerence.
My dissertation on the challenges for
women in FM found that women in
FM struggle to get to the next level,
are overlooked, and are not able
to get a work/life balance, which is
particularly important around childcare
requirements.

A few jobs have sounded great on
paper but then I’ve been put oﬀ by the
interviewer.

? What advice would you give
to young people coming into the
profession now?

Learn as much as you can and consider
doing the degree as a route to success.
Say yes to whatever is thrown your way,
be very visible and sell yourself.
? Who’s your mentor (either in FM
or outside) and why?

I don’t really have a mentor as such,
although I think mentoring is a valuable
resource and some women in the
industry could beneﬁt from having
a sponsor. I am self motivated and
committed so haven’t felt the need for
a mentor.
? How would you describe what
you do to a stranger at a dinner
party?

I’m a very chatty, nosey kind of person
so I would probably ﬁnd out all about
them before we got the chance to talk
about my work.
? What qualities should a good FM
possess?

Empathy, understanding, good
listening skills, leadership skills, good
problem solving techniques. It helps
to enjoy a challenge and be prepared
to take on any task with a smile and
to really understand people and their
needs, be it on the client side or in their
own team.
? What are your long-term goals for
the next seven to ten years?

I would love to be a manager of a large
contract with multiple sites or head of
FM/ deputy head of FM, FM director.
? What matters more: challenging/
interesting work, the opportunity to
work ﬂexibly by time or location or
job security?

I think all of this matters but for me
in order it would be challenging/
interesting work, job security, ﬂexible
working. 

Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email cathy@kpmmedia.co.uk
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DON’T MISS OUR WINTER SALE!

SAVE

£320
WITH

EVAC+CHAIR CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH THE RIGHT SOLUTION WHEN
IT COMES TO STAIRWAY EVACUATION DURING AN EMERGENCY
Evac+Chair is a universal evacuation solution for smooth stairway descent during an
emergency situation. Single user operation ensures no heavy lifting or manual handling is
required during emergency evacuation procedures.

A winter warmer from Evac+Chair
1 x Evac+Chair

Training for 4 people

+
Normal price

£650

Total usually £1270

3 years servicing

+
Normal price

£350

Normal price

£270

Winter Sale price £950.00

Further discounts for multiple orders
Please call us now on 0845 230 2253 or visit us at www.evacchair.co.uk
to take advantage of this exclusive winter offer.
T:
E:
W:

0845 230 2253
enquiry@evacchair.co.uk
www.evacchair.co.uk

Evac+Chair International Ltd, ParAid House, Weston Lane, Birmingham B11 3RS

Evac Chair Winter Sale A4.indd 1
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Carpet Cleaning

Hard Floor Cleaning

Upholstery Cleaning

www.servicemasterclean.co.uk

When your facility has special cleaning needs, choose a
special service provider.
Beautiful and well-maintained flooring can be one of the most impressive features of your facility.
ServiceMaster Clean can keep your flooring investments looking their best. Whether they are marble,
vinyl, ceramic, tile, wood, AmticoTM, carpet or other materials, we will devise a customised maintenance
plan to suit your needs and budget. Our expertise extends from programmed maintenance, oneoff spot and stain removal to full scale restorative and builders cleans. Combine this with our 50
years of experience and we have the skill and knowledge to service schools, hospitals, retail outlets,
commercial premises, industrial units, offices, restaurants and much, much more.

National. Regional. Local.

But we don’t just stop at your floors. We can deal with your upholstery too. Whether you have
upholstered waiting room sofas, leather boardroom chairs or curtains in a ballroom, our cleaning
excellence can help prevent soil build-up, remove odours and we can even offer fabric protection.

Why choose ServiceMaster Clean?
• Dedicated account managers – providing one permanent point of contact for all your enquiries.
• We’re a national company with a focus on local service – we are on the spot when you need us.
• Guaranteed service levels – you receive the same high standards of cleaning in your premises
throughout the UK.
• Performance reports and service analysis – ensuring you’re always in the picture
• 50 years of cleaning experience has made us leaders in our industry
• Free subscription to Restoration Response - our 24/7/365 emergency response service

To find out more, or for a no-obligation quotation, please complete the
form below and FAX BACK to 0116 275 9010 today
Your Name
Company Name
Business type
Address
Postcode
Phone no.

Fax no.

Email

I would like more information on the following ServiceMaster Clean services
(Please tick the boxes next to the service you would like more info and fax back to the number above)

I’d like to arrange a FREE site survey
I’d like more information on carpet cleaning and maintenance
I’d like to know more about your hard floors cleaning and maintenance services
I’d like to discuss your upholstery cleaning and maintenance services
I want to know more about Restoration Response
If you would prefer to speak to us about our services, please call 0845 762 6828

www.servicemasterofficecleaning.co.uk

